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Abstract 
The basal ganglia and frontal cortex together allow animals to learn adaptive responses that 
acquire rewards when prepotent reflexive responses are insufficient. Anatomical studies show a 
rich pattern of interactions between the basal ganglia and distinct frontal cortical layers. Analysis 
of the laminar circuitry of the frontal cortex, together with its interactions with the basal ganglia, 
motor thalamus, superior colliculus, and inferotemporal and parietal cortices, provides new 
insight into how these brain regions interact to learn and perform complexly conditioned behav-
iors. A neural model whose cortical component represents the frontal eye fields captures these 
interacting circuits. Simulations of the neural model illustrate how it provides a functional expla-
nation of the dynamics of 17 physiologically identified cell types found in these areas. The model 
predicts how action planning or priming (in cortical layers III and VI) is dissociated from execu-
tion (in layer V), how a cue may serve either as a movement target or as a discriminative cue to 
move elsewhere, and how the basal ganglia help choose among competing actions. The model 
simulates neurophysiological, anatomical, and behavioral data about how monkeys perform sac-
cadic eye movement tasks, including fixation; single saccade, overlap, gap, and memory-guided 
saccades; anti-saccades; and parallel search among distractors. 
Key Words: basal ganglia, frontal cortex, cortical layer, saccade, gating, dopamine, reinforce-
ment learning, action selection 
The dorsal basal ganglia (BG) system has been suggested to serve as a movement gate, 
either allowing or preventing movements according to their behavioral appropriateness (Hikosaka 
& Wurtz, 1983; Crosson, 1985; Bullock & Grossberg, 1988a; 1988b; 1991; Mink and Thach, 
1993; Mink, 1996; Redgrave eta!., 1999). BG outputs provide powerful tonic, GABA-ergic inhi-
bition of their target structures. This inhibitory signal must be transiently removed in order for 
movements to be generated. In the circuit for saccadic (ballistic) eye movements, cells in the sub-
stantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) tonically inhibit the superior colliculus (SC) but pause briefly to 
allow the SC to generate a saccade (Hikosaka, 1994). Why is this gate needed? One of the hall-
marks of intelligent behavior is the ability to suppress an inappropriate impulsive response. Even 
animals with little cortical tissue, such as frogs, have a well-developed BG system (Marin eta!., 
1998) and can selectively track and capture insects while ignoring clistractors. Lesions of the BG 
projection to the optic tectum (the SC homolog) impair the frog's ability to selectively pursue 
insects (Ewert et a!., 1996). Instead, a "visual grasp reflex" (Guitton et a!., 1985) impulsively 
tracks any visual object. This happens because the optic tectum performs a sensorimotor transfor-
mation in which the strongest visual input is most likely to generate a saccade. The addition of a 
trainable gate, via the basal ganglia, helps to filter visually-guided reactive movements and selec-
tively allow actions that serve the animal's needs. Assessing these needs may take extra process-
ing time. Such an intelligent gate allows the animal to distinguish between physical and 
motivathmal salience: sometimes a physically weak stimulus (e.g., a dim and motionless preda-
tor) must be foveated while a physically strong stimulus must be ignored. Furthermore, in almost 
any visual scene, multiple targets compete for foveation. If the gate is opened before competition 
among stimuli has been resolved, then the system may foveate the most contrastive target, or may 
attempt to foveate multiple targets simultaneously by averaging ambiguous SC activity (Lee eta!., 
1988). The phenomenon of saccadic averaging (Ottes eta!., 1984) refers to the increased ten-
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dency to foveate the midpoint between two competing stimuli as reaction time is decreased. The 
hypothesis pursued here is that the basal ganglia gate is able to prevent movement until the com-
petition between stimuli resolves. In the proposed model, feedforward striatal inhibitory inter-
neurons (Gernert et a!., 2000; Koos & Tepper, 1999; Wilson et a!., 1989) keep the basal ganglia 
gate shut until competitive, winner-take-all dynamics in posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and the 
frontal eye field (FEF) resolve the dilemma by selecting a unique saccade goal (Figure I). 
Often, an animal must not only suppress inappropriate reactive movements but also gener-
ate appropriate planned movements based on changing criteria. These criteria may include such 
stimulus properties as color, size, shape, motion, and so on individually or in combination. When 
confronted with the same scene, an animal may at difterent times foveate different objects 
depending on its needs, such as food if hungry or water if thirsty. How can the animal switch as 
needed and learn new criteria without forgetting the old? A mechanism that can learn multiple 
strategies and switch among them is needed. 
More difficult oculomotor tasks require the frontal oculomotor system. In primates, eye 
movements are controlled by a variety of structures including the prefrontal cortex (PFC), FEF, 
and supplementary eye fields (SEF, an oculomotor area in dorsomedial frontal cortex, DMFC), in 
addition to the SC. Lesions of these frontal areas suggest distinct, modular contributions to oculo-
motor challenges that require more than simply foveation of a relevant visual stimulus. Specifi-
cally, the frontal oculomotor areas add the ability to use: working memory (Goldman-Rakic, 
1987) to learn conditional associations (as in conditional visual discrimination); head-centered or 
other non-motor-error coordinates (Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1987; Schiller, 1998); and conjunctions 
of features to plan and control saccades. The SEF also seems essential for internally programmed 
sequences of saccades (Sommer & Tehovnik, 1999). 
Although the FEF and SC are individually sufficient to generate saccades, the htct that SC 
lesions alone result in transient impairment of all saccade types (Schiller et a!., 1980) suggests 
that the SC is, at least in the normal animal, an important common pathway for saccade genera-
tion. Imaging studies (Sweeney et a!., 1996) have shown thal the frontal cortex is not strongly 
activated unless the task at hand requires its unique abilities, such as in memory-guided saccadcs 
or anti-saccades. Taken together, these data suggest a hierarchy of control, such that visual inputs 
to the SC dominate by default, but the frontal cortex can assume control of the SC when simple 
reactive eye movements are insuff-Icient (Figure I). 
As a set of movement gates, the basal ganglia provide a key component of an ability to dis-
sociate sensory input and motor planning from motor output, whereby sensory inputs can prime a 
planned movement independently of whether the movement is executed or cancelled. Typically, 
the basal ganglia must both shut the gate of an inappropriate movement, whatever the physical 
salience of its guiding stimulus, and open the gate of the appropriate movement at the right time. 
The set of oculomotor tasks shown in Figure 2 provides a testbed for model development and 
analysis. How docs the primate oculomotor system Jearn to perform these eye movement tasks 
using the distinctive firing patterns of all of the cell types exemplified in Figures 3-7, and the ana-
tomical circuits schematized in Figure 8? The remainder of this paper answers this question by 
developing a formal model of the structure and function of the basal ganglia interactions with the 
frontal cortex, SC, and related oculomotor structures. These results have been presented in abbre-
viated form in Brown eta!. (2000). 
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Figure 1. The basal ganglia-superior colliculus gating model. (A) When multiple stimuli exist as potential 
saccade goals, the corresponding PPC representations activate striatal feedforward inhibitory interneu-
rons via corticostriata! projections. The collective activity of these interneurons effectively sets a thresh-
old, such that a larger excitation to a single striatal direct pathway projection is necessary to open the 
saccade gate. Targets compete in PPC via winner-take-all competitive dynamics. When competition 
resolves so that only a single target is active, or when multiple active cells represent the same target loca-
tion, the PPC-striatal direct pathway projections are able to overcome striatal feedforward inhibition to 
open the basal ganglia gate. (B) In the case of a reactive saccade, a single visual stimulus activates both 
a saccade command in the SC and the basal ganglia gate to allow a saccade to the stimulus. (C) When 
multiple sites representing targets at different loci are active, feedforward inhibition shuts the basal ganglia 
gate. (D) When PPC activity resolves in favor of a single saccade goal, direct striatal excitation exceeds 
feedforward inhibition, allowing the unambiguous movement to be executed. (E) If the frontal cortex 
plans a saccade goal that differs from the location of a strong visual stimulus, the competing frontal and 
parietal activities collectively drive striatal feedforward inhibition to shut the basal ganglia gate until com-
petition resolves. (F) As the frontal cortex imposes its saccade goal on the parietal cortex, the competi-
tion between saccade goals resolves, and the basal ganglia gate opens to generate the unambiguous 
saccade. 
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Figure 2. Oculomotor tasks of Hikosaka et al. (1989) and the 
anti-saccade task (Hallet, 1978). In the fixation task, the sub-
ject must maintain fixation despite a brief distractor. The 
depression at the end of the fixation signal indicates fixation light 
dimming, and the subsequent rise denotes reward availability 
rather than fixation light brightening. In the saccade task, the 
subject must make a pro-saccade from the fixation point to the 
target, which appears just as the fixation point shuts off. The 
overlap task (similar to the GO/NOGO task) adds a period dur-
ing which the target and the fixation point are both present. A 
pro-saccade to the target is rewarded only if generated after the 
fixation point shuts off. The gap task introduces a delay 
between the offset of the fixation point and the onset of the tar-
get. Since the target appears at a consistent location across triM 
als, the subject learns to make an anticipatory pro-saccade to 
the target location during the gap between fixation light offset 
and target onset. The delay task requires the subject to remem-
ber the location of a briefly-flashed target and later foveate it. 
[Adapted with permission from Hikosaka et al., 1989]. In the 
discrimination task, both a distractor cue and the fixation point 
appear simultaneously, and the subject performs a parallel 
visual search to foveate the fixation point over the distractor. 
The anti-saccade task requires the subject to look opposite the 
fixation point from the target once the fixation light shuts off. 
Target N 
············<·····························+ 
anti-saccade ·· '- .. • 
___ .-----·······'" 
Figure 3. Summary of Frontal Eye Field cell 
types recorded in an oculomotor go/nogo task 
[adapted with permission from Schall, 1991]. 
These plots reflect recruitment and de-recruit-
ment of cells and are not necessarily correlated 
with cell firing rate amplitude. Visual cells 
respond briefly to the onset of a visual stimulus. 
Set cells show sustained firing that shuts off prior 
to a saccade. Sustained sensory-movement 
cells fire until after a saccade has been initiated. 
Transient sensory-movement cells show a bipha-
sic response to both a visual stimulus and the 
preparation of a saccade. Presaccadic cells fire 
only in preparation for a saccade. Postsaccadic 
cells fire phasically immediately after a saccade 
has been initiated. 
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Figure 4. Model fits to various FEF cell types. Data appear above model fits. (A) Input cells. These cells 
fire weakly at 50 ms. after stimulus onset (time 0) in the receptive field. If the stimulus is a preferred fea-
ture of the cell, a second burst at 100 ms occurs. In the model, these are input layer cells. [Data adapted 
with permission from Schall et al., 1995a.] (B) Visuomovement cells. These cells initially respond to either 
a preferred or non-preferred stimulus but begin to discriminate around 100-120 ms after stimulus onset. In 
the model, these are plan layer cells. [Data adapted with permission from Schall & Bichot, 1998.] (C) 
Transient sensory-movement cells fire both in response to the stimulus and around the time of the sac-
cade. In the model, these are plan layer cells which lose the competition for sustained activity. A corollary 
discharge from the SC results in the peri-movement burst. [Data adapted with permission from Schall, 
1991.] (D) Presaccadic cells peak at the time of saccade onset. In the model, these are layer V (output) 
layer cells which serve to execute the gated saccade. [Data adapted with permission from Schall, 1991.] 
(E) Postsaccadic cells begin firing at the point of saccade initiation. In the model, these cells are driven 
by a corollary discharge of movement initiation in the SC and serve to shut off the successfully executed 
planned saccade. [Data adapted with permission from Schall, 1991.] (F) Sustained sensory-movement 
cells are active from stimulus onset until just after saccade initiation. These contrast with preparatory set 
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or fixation cells, which cease activity before rather than after saccade initiation. In the model, these cells 
exist in the plan layer (Ill) and represent planned but not yet executed saccades. [Data adapted with per-
mission from Hanes et al., 1998.] 
D ;: 111111'111111'111111'111111'111111":,....,::"'111111"==== 
l10~~=u Plan layer 
0 200 -200 0 
Time from Time from 
fixation (ms) saccade (ms) Output layer 
'' '' 
Figure 5. Model fits to FEF set cells in the overlap task. These cells remain active during fixation and 
shut off prior to saccade initiation. In the model, fixation cells exist in both the plan and the output layers 
to maintain fixation. Vertical line on right denotes saccade onset. [Data adapted with permission from 
Schall et al., 1995b.] 
A Basal Ganglia (to FEF) 
GPc 
GPi 
Movcmclll Onset 
B Motor Thalamus (delay task) C STN (delay task) 
vJW~~sWMi\MW'>~flh" 
Motor Thalamus 
Figure 6. Model fits to basal ganglia and thalamus cell types. (A) GPe cells increase their firing rate prior 
to movement onset as indirect pathway activity ceases, thereby allowing the movement to be generated. 
In the GPi, increased inhibition from both the GPe and the striatum results in a transient decrease in activ-
ity, which allows the movement to be executed. STN activity beginning at movement initiation transiently 
increases both the GPi and GPe activities. [Data adapted with permission from Turner & Anderson, 1997.] 
(B) Thalamic cells show a transient burst just prior to movement initiation. In the model, this reflects exci-
tation from layer 6 and transient disinhibition (gating) in the GPi-thalamic projection. [Data adapted with 
permission from Schlag-Rey & Schlag, 1984] (C) STN cells show a transient increase in activity immedi-
ately following movement onset. In the model, this reflects a transient corollary discharge from output 
layer cells. [Data adapted with permission from Wichmann et al., 1994.] 
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Figure 7. PPC, SC, and SC-related basal ganglia components. (A) SNr cell depresses to allow sac-
cades. [Data adapted with permission from Hikosaka & Wurtz, 1989, fig. 3b.] (B) SC Burst cell activity 
during the overlap task. [Data adapted with permission from Munoz & Wurtz, 1995.] (C) PPC activity dur-
ing the overlap task. [Data adapted with permission from Kalaska & Crammond, 1995.] (D) Fixation-
related activity in the SC, where fixation cells pause briefly during a saccade. [Data adapted with permis-
sion from Munoz & Wurtz (1993).] 
Materials and Methods 
The Basal Ganglia: Concepts and Issues 
The basal ganglia consist of parallel, segregated circuits (Alexander & Crutcher, 1990) 
which gate activity in their target structures in the thalamus and superior colliculus. Kemel et al. 
( 1988) have shown that within the basal ganglia oculomotor streams, the nigro-collicular and 
nigro-thalamic efTerents are largely segregated, indicating separate basal ganglia control for fron-
tal versus collicular oculomotor centers. The nigro-collieular projection, described above, has 
been well studied (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983; 1985a, 1985b). Likewise, Strick et al. (I 995) have 
described segregated basal ganglia projections to thalamic zones which in turn project to frontal 
cortex. This leads to the suggestion that, just as the basal ganglia filter sensorimotor transforma-
tions in the SC, they might also filter activity in the frontal cortex and, in the case of the oculomo-
tor projections, thereby decide when the frontal cortex should wrest control of the oculomotor 
system from visually-reactive pathways. 
Most current functional interpretations of the basal ganglia focus on the theme of action 
gating or action selection (Bullock & Grossberg, 1988a; 1988b; 1991; Mink & Thach, 1993; 
Graybiel eta!., 1994; Hikosaka, 1994; Dominey ct. al., 1995; Berns & Sejnowski, 1998; Graybiel, 
1998; Redgrave eta!., 1999). The problem of action selection is as follows. In a given behavioral 
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Figure 8. Selected anatomi-
cal characteristics of the fron-
tal cortex/basal ganglia 
system, emphasizing the 
interconnection of frontal cor~ 
tex layers with the ventral 
thalamus and basal ganglia. 
Key: I-VI are cortical laminae; 
GPi, the internal (medial) seg-
ment of the globus pallidus; 
GPe, the external (lateral) 
segment of the globus palli-
dus; STN, the subthalamic 
nucleus; Thai., ventral ante-
rior and ventral lateral pars 
oralis nuclei of the thalamus; 
ACh, cholinergic striatal inter-
neurons; GABA, GABA-ergic 
striatal interneurons. 
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context, there are often many possible responses to a given stimulus. These responses arc mutu-
ally exclusive to varying degrees because they compete for control of the same motor degrees of 
freedom (DOF). A mechanism is needed to decide which actions to generate under what cir-
cumstances in order to gain reward. Saccadic eye movement is a good example of action selec-
tion, because the eye can foveate only one object at: a given time. When two or more stimuli 
appear at different locations in the visual field, a set of criteria is needed to choose whether to 
foveate one of the stimuli, and if so, which one to foveate. The basal ganglia's importance for 
overcoming the energetically prepotent response suggests that it may play a key role in deciding 
how to respond in a given situation. 
Implicit in the concept of action selection is the dissociation between planning and execut-
ing a movement (Kalaska et a!., 1998). The process of action selection is one of generating sev-
eral candidate actions and then choosing from among them the action most likely to gain reward. 
Specifically, planned actions can be represented as activity in cells which have a kind of gate 
interposed between them and the effector systems they control. The role of an action selection 
mechanism is then to open the gate for the action most likely to gain reward and shut the gate for 
other competing actions. 
The prevailing model of the basal ganglia circuitry is of two parallel pathways of infonna-
tion flow (Figure 9). One pathway, the direct pathway, is thought to constitute a gating mecha-
nism that allows planned actions to be generated. The mechanism of gating seems to be a net 
decrease in GPi-thalamic inhibition, caused by activation of inhibitory striatal projections to the 
GPi (Wichmann & DeLong, I 996). The SNr seems to function similarly to the GPi, although the 
output targets differ. Specifically, the SNr but not the GPi has a strong projection to the SC. The 
second pathway is called the indirect pathway because of the longer course of information flow 
through a number of basal ganglia structures. Its function has been uncertain, but its phasic acti-
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vation at the level of the striatum seems to cause a net increase of thalamic inhibition, in contrast 
to the direct pathway. 
There is debate over the exact structure of the pathways, especially the indirect pathway. 
Previously, the indirect pathway was thought to consist of a striatal-GPe-STN-GPi pathway 
(DeLong & Wichmann, 1993). More recently, many lines of evidence have suggested a reinter-
pretation of the indirect pathway (Chesselet & Delfs, 1996), though no consensus has been 
reached (Chesselet & Delfs, 1996; Wichmann & DeLong, 1996; Joel & Weiner, 1997). Several 
key data stand out, however. Anatomical studies have recently highlighted the strong inhibitory 
GPe-GPi (Parent & Hazrati, 1993; 1995) and GPe-SNr (Smith and Bolam, 1990) projections, 
which provide a more direct link between the pallidal segments than that through the STN. (The 
SNr is histologically similar to the GPi). Moreover, STN cells may not have a highly specific 
information capacity. Parent and Hazrati (1993) describe the anatomy of the STN-pallidal pro-
jections, which synapse most heavily on single neurons but arborize widely along entire rostra-
caudal cylinders (Parent and Hazrati, 1993, Figure 4A). Activity in a single STN cell may 
therefore excite a wide range of pallidal cells, both external and internal. Such a dissipation of 
information would argue against presuming the STN to be a pathway of channel-specific informa-
tion. Turning to STN afferents, the strength and importance of the GPe-STN inhibitory projection 
has also been called into question. Previously, STN hyperactivity in Parkinson's disease has been 
attributed to OPe hypoactivity and the subsequent loss of GPe-STN inhibition. This argument has 
supported the prevailing model of basal ganglia function in which the GPc-STN projection is an 
essential link in the indirect pathway. However, Levy et al. ( 1997) reviewed evidence that OPe 
activity is not significantly reduced in Parkinsonism, suggesting that loss of GPc-STN inhibition 
may not be sufficient to account for STN hyperactivity in Parkinson's disease. Hassani ( 1996) has 
similarly shown that OPe lesions result in only marginally significant STN hyperactivity. In con-
trast, dopaminergic lesions directly in the STN, which contains D 1 & D2 receptors (Brown et al., 
1979; Martres eta!., 1985), result in five times the STN hyperactivity induced by OPe lesions 
alone (Hassani, 1996). Thus, the GPe-STN projection may be weak relative to the GPe-GPi/SNr 
projection. 
It has not previously been clear why both direct and indirect basal ganglia pathways are 
necessary. An hypothesis of the present model is that the direct pathway allows contextual cues to 
open the basal ganglia gate and cause execution of a planned movement, while the indirect path-
way allows contextual cues to actively suppress a planned movement. In this way, the basal gan-
glia mediate both conditioned excitation and conditioned inhibition. Simulation of the present 
model (Figure 9), in consonance with electrophysiological evidence (Figure 6A), shows that the 
GPe-GPi pathway is functionally sufficient, in the following sense. Striatal-OPe activity (the 
"VETO" signal in Figure 9) can remove tonic GPe-GPi inhibition, which overrides any gating 
signals in the striatal direct pathway and maintains the tonic pallidothalamic inhibition. Essen-
tially, when the VETO signal is active, the reduced GPe-GPi inhibition more than compensates 
for the increased striatum-GPi inhibition due to the "GO" signal (Figure 9). 
Taken together, these results support the notion that the GABA-ergic GPe-GPi link may be 
a significantly stronger link in the indirect pathway than the GPe-STN-GPi link. The GPe-GPi 
link also provides a parsimonious conceptualization of the indirect pathway: given excitatory 
inputs to inhibitory, GABA-ergic striatal projection neurons, an inhibitory GPe-GPi link is the 
minimal route whereby excitation of striatal projections to the OPe can result in a net increase of 
GPi-thalamus inhibition to shut the basal ganglia-thalamic gate. 
Dopamine-modulated reinforcement learning in the striatum allows arbitrary task contin-
gencies to be learned. In the GO/NOGO saccade task, for example, the presence of a GO cue 
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indicates that the animal should actively generate a saccade to the target, while the NOGO cue 
requires the animal to actively suppress a saccade to the visible target. In terms of the model, a 
GO cue representation learns to activate the striatal direct pathway to generate rewarded saccades. 
During training, an unexpected rewarding cue (such as apple juice) causes a dopamine burst, 
which is a transient burst response in SNc dopamine cells (Ljungberg et al., 1992; Schultz et al., 
1993; Brown et al., 1999). Dl and D2 receptors exist with little or no overlap on striatal direct 
and indirect pathway projections, respectively (Gerfen and Wilson, 1996). A dopamine burst acts 
on striatal D I receptors of the direct pathway to cause LTP of active corticostriatal synapses 
(Wickens et al., 1996). Thus reinforcement learning enables the GO cue to correctly execute a 
saccade to the target in future trials. Likewise, when reward is unexpectedly withheld, SNc 
dopamine cell firing is transiently depressed (Ljungberg et al., 1992; Brown et al., 1999), which 
we refer to as a dopamine dip. Our hypothesis is that since D2 receptor activation generally inhib-
its cell activity (Stefani et al., 1995), the depression of dopamine acts via D2 receptors of the stri-
atal indirect pathway projection neurons to disinhibit them, by transiently removing the tonic 
inhibitory effect of dopamine. This dopaminergic inhibition via D2 receptors may be mediated by 
metabotropic effects. When there is activity in both presynaptic corticostriatal afferents and 
postsynaptic indirect pathway projection neurons, the latter driven partly by thalamostriatal pro-
jections, a dopamine dip allows the expression of LTP in these synapses. Contextual cues thus 
learn to excite the indirect pathway and thereby actively suppress planned movements. In sum, 
dopamine bursts and LTP of contextual inputs to the direct pathway lead to conditioned excitation 
of thalamocortical activation, whereas dopamine dips and LTP of contextual inputs to the indirect 
pathway lead to conditioned inhibition. 
Figure 9. Basal ganglia circuit. The direct 
pathway projects from the striatum to the GPi/ 
SNr. By disinhibiting the thalamus, activation 
of the direct pathway allows planned move-
ments to be generated. The indirect pathway 
as defined here projects from the striatum to 
t11e GPe to the GPi/SNr. When active, the 
indirect pathway can veto planned actions, 
even if a GO signal is generated in the direct 
pathway. Striatal learning occurs in the indi-
rect pathway as a dopamine dip disinhibits 
02 receptors, allowing LTP. In the direct path-
way, a dopamine burst rather than a dip 
causes LTP by activating 01 receptors. Key: 
SNr, substantia nigra pars reticulata. Other 
symbols are defined in Figure 8. 
Striatum 
Direct Path :+ 
GO 
:Dopamine 
(from SNc) • 
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Dopamine bursts are generated when an unexpected reward causes an excitation of 
dopamine cells that is unopposed by inhibitory reward expectation mechanisms (Figure I 0). 
Bursts occur in response to primary rewards in the untrained animal and to reward-predicting con-
ditioned stimuli in the trained animal (Ljungberg et al., 1992; Schultz et al., 1993). Dopamine 
dips indicate the non-occurrence of an expected reward, when inhibitory striosomal reward expec-
tation signals are unopposed by a primary reward signal (Brown et al., 1999). Although there is 
no significant dopamine burst response to primary reward in the overtrained animal, dopamine 
cells continue to burst in response to primary reward until training nears completion. Likewise, 
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dopamine dips may occur before conditioning is complete. Thus, there is a period during training 
when dopamine cells either burst in response to primary reward or depress in response to the 
omission of expected primary reward (Schultz et al., 1993, Figure 4); they are not unmodulated as 
when reward is given to the overtrained animal. Similar dopaminergic mechanisms in the ventral 
tegmental area provide reinforcement signals to the frontal cortex. In the model simulations, 
reward causes a dopamine burst which is modeled as a positively-reinforcing reward signal N. 
Likewise, the omission of reward (as when the task is not performed correctly) causes a dopamine 
dip, which is modeled as a negatively-reinforcing punishment signal N. 
Figure 10. Model of dopamine cell activity. 
This circuit selectively generates adaptively 
timed outputs from the SNc in response to 
unexpected rewarding events. Specifically, 
it generates a dopamine burst in response 
to unexpected rewarding events and a 
dopamine dip in response to unexpectedly 
non-rewarding events. This is accom-
plished through adaptively timed learning in 
the inhibitory striosomal pathway, which 
learns to expect reward, balanced against 
learning in the excitatory striatal pathway 
which responds immediately to unexpected 
rewarding cues. The dopaminergic s·rgnal 
generated by the SNc provides a reinforce-
ment learning signal to the dorsal basal 
ganglia. [Adapted with permission from 
Brown et al., 1999.] 
Premotor Cortical Modules 
Conditioned Stimuli (CSi) 
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Striosomes 
1--------.......:+'t Adaptive Timing 
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At this point it is helpful to define what an action selection mechanism selects, namely a 
module (Red grave et al., 1999). A module is defined here as a set of neurons that can be selected 
together to instate a single sensorimotor strategy. For example, in the oculomotor system, one 
module might constitute a strategy to foveate a green stimulus, wherever it appears in the visual 
field. Thus a module is reminiscent of the concept of a production, which is defined as a condi-
tion-action (e.g. if green, then foveate) pair. However as a representation of a strategy, a module 
is more abstract than any of the condition-action links mediated by its constituent elements. Each 
cellular unit in the module receives certain types of sensory input and generates a corresponding 
motor output. The ensemble of cellular units makes the module a kind of sensorimotor lookup 
table covering similar cases that fall under one strategy. The grouping of these individual cells 
together into modules based on similarity allows their function to be abstracted, so that they can 
be primed or activated together as a choice of strategy. Since there is potentially an infinite num-
ber of combinations of sensory inputs with detailed motor outputs, grouping similar responses 
together into modules significantly reduces the number of decision variables. The decision-mak-
ing task becomes one of choosing among sets of responses rather than among every possible indi-
vidual response. To the extent that the basal ganglia decide which actions to generate, this 
grouping into strategies is an essential constraint, because of the limited dimensionality of the 
basal ganglia output. The entire combined basal ganglia output through the GPi and SNr consists 
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of about 300,000 fibers in the human (Oorschot, 1996; reviewed in Wickens, 1997), only a small 
fraction of the potential number of individual condition-action pairings that could be selected by 
the basal ganglia, given that these projections return to the entire frontal lobe via the thalamus. 
The concept of modules can be given a more rigorous definition as a functional mapping. 
That is, a module as a whole maps a set of inputs (the domain) uniquely to a set of outputs (the 
function). The mapping can be one-to-one, or it can be many-to-one. However, it cannot be one-
to-many, because its purpose is to allow unambiguous choice among alternative responses to any 
given input. If the same input has been learned as a condition for generating two mutually incom-
patible actions, then two separate mappings must exist so that one mapping may be selected 
instead of another in a given task situation. For example, a visual input consisting of an "x" in the 
fovea and an "o" in the periphery (Figure 11) can map to either a maintained fixation of the "x" 
(in the overlap task) or a saccade to the "o" (in the simple saccade task). Because the mapping 
from the sensory input to the different saccades would be one-to-many, two separate modules 
must exist to filter the visual input in a task-dependent way. For example, one module might fove-
ate the "x", wherever it is, and the other module might foveate the "o", wherever it is. The basal 
ganglia, then, would decide which module to allow to generate output (Figure II). 
In some cases, not only the specific stimulus but also the appropriate stimulus dimension 
must be selected to guide a saccade. The Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (Grant & Berg, 1948) has 
been used to highlight the importance of the frontal lobes for selecting and switching stimulus 
dimensions used to guide behavior (Milner, 1963). A stimulus may have separate dimensions of 
color, shape, texture, quantity, and motion, among other factors. The FEF receives inputs from 
areas that process all of these information types (Schall et a!., 1995a). Separate modules may 
exist to generate saccades using different stimulus dimensions, because a given input can map to 
various outputs, depending on which stimulus dimensions are used to guide a saccade (e.g., 
motion vs. color) as well as the specific decision criteria (e.g., foveate red vs. green objects or left-
ward vs. rightward moving objects). 
Figure 11. Modules. A non-spatial context/ 
motivation signal provides top-down control to 
determine which of two modules will process 
the input. Each module filters the input to 
select a different feature, so that the intended 
features are used to guide action. In this case, 
the "x" is chosen to guide fixation rather than 
the "o". The grids denote map-like representa-
tions of visual or motor coordinates. As in the 
SC, each cell has a specific retinotopic recep-
t'lve field or codes a specific saccade vector in 
motor error coordinates. A cortical laminar 
interpretation is given in Figure 12. It also adds 
output gating, which is omitted from this figure 
for simplicity. 
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Goldman-Rakic (1995) has noted that action control appears to be redundant in the sense 
that many brain areas can evoke generation of the same movement. Indeed, each module has a 
unit that can potentially evoke a given movement. The mapping concept suggests one reason for 
the apparent redundancy, which is that these movements can be evoked in response to many dif-
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ferent types of input signals. Any given module will respond to certain kinds of input but not oth-
ers. The module concept explains why many premotor and prefrontal neurons are active for 
certain task types but not others in which the same movement is performed (Hoshi et a!., 1998; 
Assad et a!., 2000). For a saccade to be generated in a cluttered scene, the active mapping must 
generate saccacles to certain features but not others-- a property well known from systematic stud-
ies of premotor cortex (Passingham, 1993) -- such as to an "x" but not to an "o" in the above 
example. Under certain simple input and response requirements, action (output) selection can be 
viewed as input selection. Although similar to selective attention, the distinction is that attention 
does not necessarily govern motor output. 
Interactions Between Basal Ganglia and Frontal Cortex 
Anatomical studies of the frontal lobes show strong interconnections between the basal 
ganglia and frontal cortex (Figure 8, Table I). The striatum receives excitatory projections prima-
rily from layers III and V of frontal cortex (Levesque et al., 1996), while the STN (subthalamic 
nucleus) receives input from layer V of cortex (Gerfen, 1992). Layer VI provides excitatory pro-
jections to the thalamus (Levesque et al., 1996), which receives the tonic inhibitory output of the 
basal ganglia (Wichmann and DeLong, 1996) and projects back to layers III and V (lriki et al., 
1991; Zin-Ka-Ieu et al., 1998). In addition, individual layer VI cells project to both layers III and 
V (Kang & Kayuno, 1994), and cells in superficial layers, including layer III, project to layer V 
(Kimura et al., 1994). As in previous laminar models of cortex (Grossberg and Raizacla, 2000), 
layer VI cells are assumed to receive significant top-clown projections from layer V or VI cells of 
higher cortical areas, analogous to layer VI projections from area V2 to area V 1 in visual cortex 
(Gattass et al., 1997). Because of the rich interaction between the basal ganglia and frontal cor-
tex, they will be considered as a single, interconnected functional system. 
TABLE 1. Selected Anatomical Studies Treated by the Model 
From To Notes References 
Layer VI Layer Ill, V cat Kang & Kayuno, 1994 
Distant cortex Layer II, Ill cat lriki et al., 1996 
Layer III Layer V cat Kimura et al., 1994 
Layer III, V Striatum rhesus monkey, rat Yctcrian & Pandya, 1994: Levesque 
ct al., 1996 
Layer VI VA, MD nuclei of rhesus monkey, rat Yctcrian & Pandya, 1 994; Levesque 
thalamus etal.,1996 
VL (Thai.) Layer V, Ill rat Zin~Ka-Icu eta!., 1998 
Layer V STN rat Can teras eta!., 1 990; Gerfcn, 1992 
ClPc GPi squirrel monkey, 1-lazrati ct a\., 1990; Parent & 1-i<w.-
rhesus monkey rati, 1993; 1995 
GPc SNr rat Smith & Bolam, 1990 
STN ClPc, ClPi squirrel monkey Parent & Ha;.:rati, \993; Shink eta\., 
1996 
The Figure 8 anatomical data on basal ganglia interactions with the frontal cortex are 
interpreted in the model as follows (see Figure 12). Layer VI receives top-down excitation from 
other frontal cortical areas. It provides arousal to all members of the respective modules in layer 
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III and thereby prepares layer III to activate plans that are determined by converging sensory or 
mnemonic input into layer III (Figure 12A). Thus, layer III acts as a point of entry for sensory 
inputs and forms action plans. Primed action plans are represented as sustained activity in layer 
III (Figure 4F) until the saccade plan is either executed or cancelled. In some cases the move-
ment is generated immediately; in other cases, such as in the memory-guided saccade task, there 
is a delay between the offset of the visual stimulus and the onset of the saccade. Layer III activity 
sustains itself by means of recurrent excitation, but in the absence of sensory input, sustained 
activity can persist only if there is sufficient arousal from layer VI. Sustained layer III activity 
shuts off either when the arousal from layer VI is lost, or else when inhibitory postsaccadic cells 
actively shut off the activity after the saccade has been generated. Layer V cells serve as a gating 
locus, either allowing or preventing execution of layer III plans, subject to basal ganglia control 
(Figures 12B-12D). Execution occurs when the tonic basal ganglia inhibition of the thalamus is 
removed (Figure 12C), thereby allowing layer VI to excite the thalamus, which in turn excites 
layer V cells (Figure 12D). The thalamus-layer V signal provides sufficient baseline excitation 
for projections from layer III to V to generate a suprathreshold response in layer V cells, which 
executes the planned movement. Previous modeling work has incorporated reciprocal excitation 
between the cortex and thalamus (Houk & Wise, 1993; 1995; Arbib & Dominey, 1995; Beiser & 
Houk, 1998). However, the present work emphasizes that this interaction often is not strictly 
reciprocal, because many t/wlamocortica/ qfferents do not terminate on corticotlwlamic cells. 
Thus, models founded on strictly reciprocal excitation may need to be revised. The striatal direct 
pathway projection neurons inhibit the GPi/SNr, which in turn disinhibits the thalamus, allowing 
the planned action to be generated. However, if the striatal indirect pathway projection neurons 
are activated, they will inhibit tonic activity in the GPe, which has the net effect of increasing pal-
lidothalamic inhibition. Thus, activation of the indirect pathway can prevent the execution of a 
planned movement. 
Oculomotor Control and the FEF 
Having discussed the general structure and properties of the frontal cortex/basal ganglia 
system, we now examine the oculomotor system as a representative example of how this system 
plans, selects, and executes actions. The FEF receives inputs from cortical areas MST, V4, TEO, 
and many other areas (Barbas & Mesulam, 1981; Barbas, 1988; Schall et al., 1995a, 1995b). The 
l::.'EF also projects to the SC, which contains a motor error map for saccade generation (Lee et al., 
1988). Lesions of the FEF result in a reduced ability to suppress reflexive glances to flashed tar-
gets (Guitton et al., 1985), suggesting the importance of the FEF for foveating physically weak 
but motivationally salient targets in the presence of salient distractors. Also, FEF lesions impair 
saccades to remembered targets (Deng et al., 1986; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 1993). Thus, the 
FEF is anatomically well suited to use contextually relevant visual features in order to generate a 
behaviorally appropriate saccade, using retinotopic input and generating an output in motor error 
coordinates, which are dimensionally consistent with retinotopic coordinates. The FEF may thus 
be understood as performing a simple sensory-to-motor transformation for certain input signals. 
Other afferents to the FEF from head-centered or object-centered (Olson & Gellner, 1995) repre-
sentations in the SEF, PFC, and PPC may be converted to retinotopic coordinates and provide sep-
arate inputs to the FEF (Gancarz and Grossberg, 1999), further expanding the range of FEF inputs 
that may be selected to generate saccades. We propose that the FEF, and the rest of area 8 of 
which the FEF is a part (Passingham, 1993), exemplifies the general frontal cortex/basal ganglia 
system. The FEF integrates diverse retinotopic visual inputs and uses them to form saccade plans, 
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Figure 12. Model of frontal cortex/basal ganglia interactions: (A) Top-down arousal from higher or more 
anterior cortical areas excites layer VI, which in turn primes action plan representations in layer !1!. The 
combination of priming and sensory input supraliminally activates layer Ill cells. Layer VI-Ill projections 
are pre-set in the present model but could be learned. The non-specific arousal allows sensory inputs to 
activate layer Ill cells supraliminally, before layer VI-to-Ill projections have been learned. (B) Layer Ill 
working memory-like plan activity remains after the offset of sensory input and excites specific movement-
related cells in layer V, though not sufficiently to supraliminally activate layer V cells. (C) Layer Ill plan 
cells excite the direct pathway of the basal ganglia, which removes the tonic inhibition of the thalamus. 
This disinhibition allows the existing layer VI-thalamus signals to supraliminally activate the thalamus. (D) 
The thalamus excites layer V cells. The combination of layer Ill and thalamic inputs drives layer V activity 
above the threshold needed to generate a movement. 
in motor error coordinates, and then evokes the planned saccades by imposing the plans on the SC 
and brainstem saccade generator. An overview of the model is shown in Figure 13, which incor-
porates the anatomical framework of Figure 8. In addition, layer III (possibly including parts of 
layers II and IV) has been subdivided into an input layer and a plan layer on the basis of distinct 
visual and visuomovemcnt cell types in the FEF. The remainder of this work will demonstrate 
how this framework provides new insight into FEF function and simulates a large body of FEF 
data. 
Functionally, the FEF has been suggested to compute a "saliency map" of visual features, 
which is adjusted according to behavioral context, so that the visual features which need to be 
foveated for the task at hand are actually foveated (Schall and Bichot, I 998). Saliency here is 
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Figure 13. Model overview. Visual input is processed through V4 and posterior IT, which feed into the 
model FEF input layer fll) This layer is predicted to reside in layer Ill and possibly parts of layers II and 
IV. Visual input also activates the PPC (Pxyl and anterior IT (h). A motivational signal/1M! arouses work-
ing memory Ci- which in turn provides a top-down arousal signal to model FEF layer fiG!, which is pre-
dicted to reside in layer VI. The input cells fll) activate cells fiP! in the plan layer, which is also predicted 
to reside in layer Ill and possibly part of layer II. In the plan layer, different motor responses are planned 
to the input signal, e.g. a saccade to the target or to the fixation point. FEF layer VI (fl0!) represents the 
categories of active plans requesting to be executed. The basal ganglia decide which plan to execute and 
send a corresponding gating signal to the thalamus Vk, which excites model layer V cells (fl0!) to execute 
the plan. The model distinguishes two separate basal ganglia pathways (Kemel et al., 1988): those ter-
minating on the thalamus, and those terminating on the colliculus. In each of the two pathways, t11e stri-
atal direct pathway projections a!SD)k and GISD!" inhibit the GPi/SNr aiGPi)k and G~SNc) xv respectively, 
which disinhibit their target output structures, the thalamus or superior colliculus. Excitation of the striatal 
indirect pathway aiSI) kand GIS/) xy inhibits the GPe aiGPe) k and GIGPe) xy respectively, which disinhibits the 
GPi/SNr, resulting in a net increase of inhibition to the thalamus or colliculus. If the planned saccade 
matches the most salient sensory input to the PPC, then the basal ganglia disinhibit the SC to open the 
gate and generate the saccade. However, if there is conflict between the bottom up input to PPC and the 
top-down planned saccade from FEF, then the basal ganglia·SC gate is held shut by feedforward striatal 
inhibition until the cortical competition resolves. The saccade signal then activates PPC and the SC (Sxyl· 
The SC excites FEF postsaccadic cells fiX! which delete the executed plan activity. FEF layer V activity 
excites the STN (B(STN!), which excites the pallidum and locks out other basal ganglia channels to prevent 
them from generating saccade commands that conflict with the saccade in progress. Dopaminergic sig-
nals (Figure 1 0), denoted here by striped arrows, modulate learning in the striatum and frontal cortex. 
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determined with respect to the requirements of a task, not necessarily with respect to the strength 
of a visual stimulus. By this reasoning, one central function of the FEF is to enable the animal to 
foveate a weaker visual stimulus or even the remembered location of a prior stimulus, and to pre-
vent foveating a physically stronger stimulus, in order to gain reward. Cells in areas V4 and pos-
terior IT (TEO), which project to the FEF (Schall ct a!., 1995a), respond to coarse object features 
such as form, color, and motion within their retinotopic receptive fields (Tanaka et a!., 1991; 
Komatsu & Idem·a, I 993; Kobatake & Tanaka, I 994). Such retinotopic, coarse feature representa-
tions provide essential information to the FEF, which can then Jearn to foveate specific combina-
tions of features at specific locations in the visual scene. These cells' representations are thus 
distinct from spatially invariant category representations in anterior IT cortex (TE). Spatially 
invariant category representations arc insufficient in that they do not provide information regard-
ing where a stimulus is in the visual scene. 
One of the parallel loops through the basal ganglia is known to be distinguished by strong 
connections with the FEF (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Parthasarathy eta!., I 992). The elec-
trophysiology of the FEF has been well investigated (Mohler eta!., I 973; Wurtz & Mohler, I 976; 
Bruce eta!., 1985; Schall, 1991; Chen and Wise, 1995b; Hanes ct al., 1995; 1998; Schall eta!., 
I 995b; Thompson eta!., I 996, I 997; Schall & Bichot, I 998; Bichot & Schall, I 999; Schall & 
Thompson, 1999; Thompson & Schall, 1999). These investigators have found cells that show 
several kinds of responses, many of which are summarized in Figure 3. Some cells show a phasic 
burst following the presentation of a visual stimulus, while other cells show sustained activity 
between the visual stimulus and the saccade. Still other cells show presaccadic or postsaccadic 
phasic bursts. Iwabuchi & Kubota (1998) have studied cell firing patterns in area 8, which 
includes the FEF. They correlated the cell firing properties with the laminar location of the cells 
and found evidence of distinct contributions from cells in different layers. While theirs was a 
skcletomotor rather than an oculomotor task, the results nevertheless suggest constraints for mod-
els of frontal cortical function. Their results arc consistent with cue-related plan activity in layer 
III, movement related activity (Bruce & Goldberg, 1985) in layer V (Bruce et aL, 1985), and with 
various other input-related signals in layers II and IV In combination with anatomical data show-
ing the connections among various layers in frontal cortex (Kang & Kayuno, 1994; Kimura eta!., 
1994 ), these data support a model in which visual inputs possessing elementary features, such as 
form, color, and motion, activate associated motor error coordinate representations in FEF These 
feature-motor representations are selectively used to guide saccadic eye movement, depending on 
behavioral context and reinforcement history. 
We hypothesize that the visual or input cells (Figure 4A) may learn configund cue repre-
sentations (CCRs) using the range of visual feature inputs. These representations may be used by 
layer Ill cells to plan saccades. In a given module, there may be many layer III cells, each of 
which learns to map a specific visual input to a specific saccade in motor error coordinates. Fur-
thermore, many layer III cells belonging to a given module can be primed by a single layer VI cell 
or cell population (Figure 12). We refer to these layer VI model cells as category cells. The VI to 
III projection allows a single input to layer VI from higher cortical areas to prime the entire mod-
ule, so that the visual input is used to select the appropriate mapping from sensory input to motor 
output from among many possible outputs. 
We propose that module representations are formed through learning when reward-
induced dopamine bursts (dashed arrows in Figure 13) associate layer III plan cells with a given 
category represented in layer VI and the basal ganglia. Specifically, dopamine bursts strengthen 
the active connections from a layer VI cell to individual plan representations in layer III, from 
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visual cells to the layer III plan representations, and from the layer III plan representations to 
layer V output cells. The plan will become associated with whichever layer VI module represen-
tation is active at the time of the dopamine burst and projects to the layer III plan representation. 
Dopamine bursts also train top-down context signals, especially those reporting the contents of 
working memory and the current motivational state, to excite layer VI cells, thus enabling the 
internal context and drive state to activate FEF strategies and subsequent actions that can satisfy 
the needs of the animal (Figure 13). After training, each module may have a set of representations 
that span the space of possible saccade vectors, wherein each saccade vector is represented by an 
individual cell or cell population. 
One might ask how the system knows which layer VI cells, and therefore which modules, 
to activate at a given time. The system has no a priori knowledge of which modules should be 
activated for a given task. Dopamine bursts generated by unexpected reward-related signals 
strengthen the projections from active prefrontal working memory inputs to any layer VI module 
representation that was active prior to reward. Thus, the active prefrontal working memory repre-
sentations learn to activate all modules that were previously active when reward was given. The 
function of the basal ganglia is then to select among these active modules. 
In the FEF portion of the model, separate modules exist which can generate saccades to, 
and maintain fixation on, the fixation point and the target forms using inputs assumed to arise 
mainly from V4 and posterior IT (TEO). Each of these modules can generate a saccade to its cor-
responding visual feature anywhere on the retina. Another module exists which can learn the 
What-to-Where transformations needed to anticipate the location of target appearance in the gap 
task. This is not to say that these modules arc necessary to generate a reactive saccade. Rather, 
when reactive saccadcs arc insufficient to gain reward, these modules provide an expanded ability 
to learn more complex task contingencies. For the fixation point and target foveating modules, 
retinotopic input features map to corresponding saccadcs in motor error coordinates. Figure 11 
shows how modules filter the visual scene to selectively respond to certain visual features, and 
how a selection mechanism determines which module is allowed to generate a saccade. In the 
current simulations, the FEF modules were assumed to be pretrained, in the sense that all layer III 
plan representations were pre-allocated to different modules. These modules form a sufficient 
representation set upon which the model learns the specific oculomotor tasks described previ-
ously. 
For example, in the gap task, a module receiving spatially invariant categorical representa-
tions of visual stimuli in IT learns associations capable of generating a planned saccade to the 
anticipated target location in the periphery. The spatially invariant rather than spatially variant 
representations arc needed for the gap task because the location of the fixation light in retinal 
coordinates changes during a saccade. Activity at the location of the fixation light in retinal coor-
dinates prior to the saccade would need to evoke the gap task plan. However, reinforcement 
learning signals act qfter the saccade, when the fixation light is no longer in the fovea. In general, 
spatially variant representations cannot learn to evoke anticipatory saccades, because their activi-
ties before a saccade do not persist after a saccade has been generated, when reinforcement is 
given. In contrast, the activities of spatially invariant representations are not extinguished by a 
saccade, which allows reinforcement signals to train the prcsense of a spatially invariant represen-
tation to evoke the gap task plan. 
Tasks 
The model was used to explain behavioral and neural data about several types of oculomo-
tor tasks: fixation; saccades in overlap, gap, and delay conditions; a choice reaction time task; and 
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anti-saccades. These tasks (summarized in Figure 2) share several clements in common. First, all 
involve a fixation point, a small dot of light in the center of the visual scene. Second, all involve a 
target, which is another dot of light that appears in the periphery. Reinforcement contingencies 
generally require subjects to foveate the fixation light rather than the target whenever the fixation 
light is visible. What varies across tasks is the time when the cues are visible. In the fixation task, 
the subject must maintain fixation despite a brief peripheral distractor. In the saccade task, the 
subject must saccade from the fixation point to the target, which appears just as the fixation point 
shuts off. The overlap task adds a period during which the target and the fixation point are both 
present; this overlap creates a delay between the onset of a stimulus and the initiation of a sac-
cade. The resulting temporal dissociation between sensory and motor events helps delineate the 
contributions of different cells to sensory versus motor processes. The simplest GO/NOGO task 
is similar: The offset of the fixation light serves as a GO cue; if the fixation light remains on, it 
serves as a NOGO cue. (In some versions of the GO/NOGO task, the subject is given a cue indi-
cating whether the trial is GO or NOGO at the beginning of the task. As simulated here, no cue is 
given to indicate whether the fixation light will shut off or remain on.) The gap task introduces a 
delay between the offset of the fixation point and the onset of the target. It is unique among the 
tasks in that subjects learn to make an anticipatory saccade to the future location of the target, 
which appears consistently at a single location. The delay task requires the subject to remember 
the location of a briefly-flashed target and later foveate it. In the discrimination task, both a dis-
tractor and a fixation point appear simultaneously, and the subject performs a parallel visual 
search to foveate the fixation point over the distractor. The two are assumed to be distinguishable 
on the basis of different colors. The model is able to learn and perform these saccade tasks, and 
the activation dynamics of cell types in the model match activation dynamics used to define cell 
types in all of the corresponding areas. 
Role of the basaL ganglia ;,l oculomotor control 
With regard to oculomotor control, the segregated nigro-collicular and nigro-thalamic 
basal ganglia streams (Kemel ct a!., 1988) use different coordinate systems. Recent work (Bayer 
ct al., 1999) has suggested that nigro-collicular activity is better correlated with saccade ampli-
tude and direction than orbital endpoint, which is consistent with at least a coarse motor error 
coordinate system in the SNr-SC projections. However, basal ganglia channels whose outputs arc 
directed to the cortex may use a more abstract representation system, notably task strategy rather 
than movement direction. r::.·or these reasons, two segregated loops through the basal ganglia sys-
tem are used in the model. One projects ultimately to the FEF via the motor thalamus, and the 
other projects to the SC (Figure 13). 
Cortico-striatal afferents include projections from frontal cortex (Passingham, 1993; 
Strick eta!., 1995), inferotcmporal cortex (IT) (Van Boesen eta!., 1981; Steele and Weller, 1993), 
and parietal cortex (Cavada and Goldman-Rakic, 1991 ). These projections signal contextual cues 
that can, using corticostriatal dopaminergic reinforcement learning, suppress or excite the execu-
tion of a planned movement (Wickens eta!., 1996). When multiple, competing plans are present, 
the indirect pathway is essential for learning to withhold inappropriate movements while generat-
ing the appropriate movement. There are two main kinds of striatal afferents, which we call 
extrinsic and intrinsic. Intrinsic afferents originate from the frontal module controlled by the stri-
atal projection neuron in question. Ertrinsic afferents consist of signals from modules or areas 
other than those controlled by the striatal projection in question. By this definition, an FEF affer-
ent to the FEF-controlling section of the basal ganglia can be either intrinsic or extrinsic. An 
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afferent synapse is considered intrinsic only if it terminates on the specific basal ganglia channel 
that controls the afferent's module of origin. If not, the synapse is defined as extrinsic. Sources of 
extrinsic afferents also include IT and PPC. In some cases, planned actions must be withheld due 
to the presence of an external cue; e.g., a NOGO signal. In that case, a representation of the 
NOGO cue can act on the indirect pathway via an extrinsic pathway to prevent an erroneous 
movement. These extrinsic and intrinsic afferents are important when the presence of one move-
ment plan must prevent the execution of another. 
For example, in the gap task (Figure 2), an anticipatory saccade is made during the interval 
after fixation light offset but prior to target onset. However, suppose that the task is switched to 
the delay task. During fixation, a target briefly flashes at a location different from that anticipated 
for the gap task, and two saccade plans form. One plan would foveate the anticipated location of 
the gap task target, and the other would foveate the location of the previously visible delay task 
target. Once the fixation light disappears, which plan will win? These plans belong to different 
modules, and so the basal ganglia will decide which one to generate. If either of the plans existed 
by themselves, they would be executed after fixation light offset. However, since the current task 
is the delay task, the previously visible target plan should win over the gap task plan. Given that 
both plans are active in layer III, if the gap task plan is erroneously executed, then reward is omit-
ted, resulting in a dopamine dip. The dopamine dip strengthens the projections from the memory-
guided saccade plan representation in layer III to the gap task module representation in the striatal 
indirect pathway (Figure 14), since the gap task plan was executed. The trial ends, and a new 
delay task trial starts. When both the gap task and delay task saccade plans are again active, the 
delay task plan representation in layer III activates the indirect pathway channel that controls the 
module with the gap task plan. This excitation of the indirect pathway causes the gap task sac-
cade plan to be withheld. In short, negative reinforcement has established precedence of the delay 
task plan in layer III over the gap task plan (Figure 14). In general, as one plan learns to shut the 
gate and prevent another plan from being executed, different plans can compete and establish pre-
cedence over one another. If a suppressed plan remains after the winning plan is executed and its 
activity deleted by postsaccadic cell activity (Figure 13), then the losing plan may be executed 
subsequently (Figure 14). This mechanism can be used to help learn and perform sequential 
movement tasks (Grossberg & Kuperstein, 1986; Boardman & Bullock, 1991 ), for which the 
basal ganglia have been implicated (Aldridge eta!., 1993; Kennadi eta!., 1993; Georgiou ct a!., 
1994; Martinet a!., !994; Weiss eta!., 1997; Aldridge & Berridge, 1998). 
Corticostriatallearning in the indirect pathway occurs when reward is unexpectedly omit-
ted, in the manner noted below. A dopamine dip here strengthens inputs to the indirect pathway 
component of the active basal ganglia channel, as determined by the most recently active thalam-
ostriatal projection. In Huntington's disease, the projections to the indirect pathway are espe-
cially vulnerable to degeneration (Albin et a!., 1989), and the present model interprets 
Huntingtonian choreofonn movements as due in part to the absence of indirect pathway activity 
needed to conditionally suppress output from movement plans. However, a plan must not learn to 
strongly activate its own striatal indirect pathway projection. If it did, a plan could prevent itself 
from ever being executed, which would result in catastrophic paralysis, or a learned helplessness, 
after repeated negative reinforcement. In vivo, such learning may be prevented by one mecha-
nism or several working in concert. Only strong extrinsic connections to the indirect channel are 
necessary for the model circuit to learn all the tasks. Intrinsic cortical projections to spiny projec-
tion neurons of the indirect channel may be weak or non-existent. If so, then significant self-inhi-
bition mediated by the indirect channel could not develop. Simulations showed that this 
assumption produced an effective model. However, if there are plastic and potentially strong 
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intrinsic as well as extrinsic cortical projections to the indirect pathway, then for the proposed 
model to avoid self-vetoes in the normal case, a functional difference must exist to allow learning 
of extrinsic cortico-striatal vetoes while normally disallowing intrinsic cortico-striatal vetos. Sev-
eral inherent functional differences do exist. First, a main source of extrinsic cortico-striatal 
inputs -- active competing cortical plans -- outlasts the non-rewarded response and so persists 
until the time of the DA dip, whereas the source of intrinsic cortico-striatal input -- plan layer 
activity corresponding to the non-rewarded response-- is inhibited by post-saccadic cells prior to 
the DA dip. This asymmetry strongly favors learned extrinsic control of vetoes. Moreover, even 
if there were no reliable extrinsic predictors of non-reward for a given response, and an intrinsic 
veto were therefore learned, augmentation of the strength of such self-inhibition is inherently self-
limiting, because a self-inhibited plan experiences no further non-reward feedback while it 
remains self-inhibited. In the current implementation, learned self-inhibition is possible in princi-
ple because plastic pathways exist, but it is normally prevented by functional factors as follows. 
When a planned saccade is executed, postsaccadic cell activity reflects the specific saccade vector, 
in motor error coordinates, that was executed. The inhibitory postsaccadic cell both shuts off the 
executed plan and makes the plan ineligible to learn to activate the indirect pathway. Because 
postsaccadic activity is specific to the saccade vector that was executed, it does not suppress other 
saccade plans to different locations that were active but not executed. Specifically, the model pre-
dicts that in addition to inhibitory ionotropic effects, postsaccadic cell synapses on plan layer cells 
activate a second messenger pathway within the plan layer cells that prevents them from learning 
to activate the striatal indirect pathway, but not the striatal direct pathway. In support of this 
hypothesis, Berretta eta!. (1997) have found that focal inactivation of GABA receptors in motor 
cortex led to activations of immediate early genes associated with plasticity in striatal indirect 
pathway projection neurons, but not in direct pathway projections. Although the mechanism is 
unclear, GABA acting on cortical cells with projections to the striatum selectively suppresses 
learning-related activity in the striatal indirect pathway. 
A mechanism is still needed to ensure that learning occurs in the appropriate striatal pro-
jection neurons; i.e. only those indirect pathway neurons able to suppress the movement that was 
recently performed in error. That the non-rewarded response was just gated on implies that the 
same channel's striatal indirect pathway cells were inactive or only weakly active. What then is to 
distinguish them from all the other inactive indirect pathway cells in other channels? Again, sev-
eral mechanisms might be operative and sufficient, but only one was explored in the simulations. 
Since movement execution in layer V of cortex (F{O) in Figure 13) occurs only if the pal-
liclal-rcceiving thalamic cells Vk are disinhibited, these thalamic cells arc functionally sufficient to 
provide a training signal to the striatum, such that LTP learning in the striatal indirect pathway 
JiSI) k only occurs if the thalamic inputs have been recently active. In fact, such a reciprocal thala-
mostriatal projection (Figure 8) has been described previously (de las Heras eta!., 1998; McFar-
land and Haber, 2000), although its function has not been wc11 understood. In the model, the 
projection is treated as exclusively intrinsic, such that these thalamic cells Vk provide a training 
signal to striatal cc11s s!Sl)k (Figure 13), in the fo11owing sense: the synaptic efflcacy of cortical 
inputs to striatal indirect pathway projections is strengthened whenever there is a conjunction of 
intrinsic thalamic feedback, extrinsic cortical input, and a dopamine dip. This causes active stri-
atal afferents to learn to suppress negatively-reinforced thalamic gating activity. Thus, both 
dopaminergic and thalamostriatal afferents provide training signals; the doparninergic signal pro-
vides reinforcement information to all synapses, while the thalamostriatal signal assigns credit to 
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the specific synapses that can prevent the erroneous movement. Although the thalamo-striatal 
projection plays the described training function in the current model implementation, the same 
training function could be implemented by suitable communication within the striatum between 
direct pathway cells and indirect pathway cells of the same channel. 
Both the STN and the striatum receive frontal cortical inputs. What is the functional dif-
ference between cortical inputs to striatal indirect pathway projections and cortical-STN projec-
tions (the pathway from FEF layer V to the STN in Figure 13)'? In the model, transiently 
increased STN activity (Figure 6C) inhibits thalamic representations of plans (via the SNr or GPi; 
sec Figure 13) which have lost the competition for control of the eyes. This functions as a kind of 
lockout to prevent competing plans from trying to control the same degree of freedom (DOF), in 
this case the eyes, at the same time (Mink & Thach, 1993; Berns & Sejnowski, 1996; Mink, 
1996). In contrast, the indirect pathway learns to actively suppress certain motor strategies when 
the behavioral context is inappropriate, which may or may not reflect a competition among plans 
for control of the eyes. In the model, the indirect path cortico-striatal projections show learning 
effects that may not exist in the STN afferents. Lockout via the STN need not require learning 
and is needed regardless of reinforcement contingencies. It reflects the need during every act to 
allow only one plan at a time to control motor output from a given DO F. In short, the STN and the 
striatal indirect pathway projections are predicted to work together in the following manner. First, 
the indirect pathway prevents the execution of actions that have been negatively reinforced. Sec-
ond, once an action has been selected and executed, the STN prevents other action plans from 
interfering with the performance of the selected action. Thus, the model STN provides for a kind 
of competition among plans qfter one has been chosen for execution. 
In the model, competition among plans bef(ne one is chosen for execution occurs mainly 
in cortex. Feedback lateral inhibition within the plan layer prevents multiple plans from forming 
within the same module. The striatum has also been proposed as a site of competitive decision-
making mediated by feedback lateral inhibition (Contreras-Vidal & Stelmach, 1995; Contreras-
Vidal & Schultz, I 999), but recent electrophysiological findings (Jaeger et a!., 1994) challenge 
this notion and suggest that feedback GABA-ergic lateral inhibition between projection neurons 
in the striatum may be too weak to mediate competitive decision-making. Moreover, striatal pro-
jection neurons are notoriously "silent", which does not fit the profile of cells operating in a neural 
arena for competitive choice-making via feedback lateral inhibition, which requires suprathresh-
old activation of competing cells during the competitive phase. Wilson ( 1995) has shown that the 
relative silence of the striatum is partly due to distinct biophysical properties of striatal projection 
neurons and not to strong GABA-ergic lateral inhibition. Consistent with these data, the model 
striatum does not require potent feedback lateral inhibition among striatal projection neurons to 
mediate competitive choice, although the model would function as well if potent striatal feedback 
lateral inhibition were added. As shown in Figures I and 13, the model does assume potentjeed-
fimwml inhibition mediated by GABA-ergic interneurons (e.g., Koos and Tepper, 1999). 
Interactions bet\veenfi·ontal and posterior saccade generators 
It is assumed that early in development, SC activity related to reflexive saccades that feeds 
back to the FEF (Figure 13) trained the FEF's representation of oculomotor plans to be in register 
with the SC and PPC representations (Gancarz & Grossberg, 1999). Once trained, the FEF is able 
to override sensory inputs to the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and SC and to impose a saccade 
plan on the SC, in part by reprogramming the PPC via the FEF !Hyer V-to-PPC projection (Figures 
I and 13). As long as there is conflict between the FEF and PPC saccade plans, the FEF and PPC 
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collectively activate feedforward striatal inhibition, via direct corticostriatal projections to 
GABAergic interncurons, that prevents the basal ganglia from executing an ambiguous movement 
plan (Figure I). Once the competition resolves, the SNr-SC tonic inhibition is reduced, allowing 
a saccade to be generated. In this way, the FEF/basal ganglia system is able to both prevent a mal-
adaptive response and generate a behaviorally appropriate response. 
Several aspects of cognitive processing are incorporated into the model. First, attention is 
directed toward the target of a saccade prior to saccade initiation (Hoffman and Subramanian, 
1995). This enables the FEF to wrest attention away from physically prepotent stimuli and 
instead focus attention on a motivationally salient saccade target, by means of excitatory FEF-
PPC projections (Figure I). Second, the planning of a saccade can be dissociated from its execu-
tion. The data suggest that FEF layer III is active in forming and maintaining a saccade plan, 
while the basal ganglia determine whether a saccade will actually be generated by activity in layer 
V (lwabuchi & Kubota, 1998). The advantage of dissociating planning from execution is the abil-
ity to evaluate, modify, or even cancel a planned action before it is executed. In terms of action 
selection, it is useful to have a means of evaluating competing action plans before one is chosen 
for execution. 
Results 
The model was trained on all of the tasks described in Figure 2, except anti-saccades. 
During performance, the model output was recorded for comparison with known cell types in the 
FEF, basal ganglia, thalamus, PPC, and SC (Figures 3-7). The model quickly learned all of the 
tasks (Figure 14) and, since it does not attempt to include stochastic variations in performance, 
eventually performed all of them with I 00% accuracy, switching strategies as appropriate to do 
the different tasks. Training details, including the timing of stimulus presentations, arc in the 
Appendix. The trained model performs tasks as described in Figure 12. The saccade task is sim-
ply a reactive task that does not require frontal intervention. In simulations of the saccade task, 
the arousal input to the FEF category layer (layer VI) could be turned off, so that saccades to the 
fixation point and target were driven by the reactive PPC-SC pathway. In general, the correct 
response to each part of a task is learned by trial and error as the model reactively fovcatcs the vis-
ible stimuli and is reinforced. 
The fixation and overlap tasks are performed as follows. The fixation point transiently 
activates fixation light cells in the input layer of FEF. This in turn activates a fixation plan in the 
plan layer module that responds to fixation point features (Figures 13 and 14). The basal ganglia 
gate controlling the FEF fixation module opens, causing the FEF to actively maintain fixation. 
When the target appears, it also activates the input layer, which then drives the plan layer to plan, 
but not necessarily execute, a saccade to the target. Initially, the model makes a reactive saccade 
to the target while the fixation light is visible. The dopamine dip resulting from lack of expected 
reward causes the fixation-related cell within the module that foveates the fixation light feature to 
learn to activate the indirect pathway channel to prevent the erroneous targct-foveating saccade 
while the fixation light is visible. On subsequent trials, the fixation plan drives the striatal indirect 
pathway to shut the target module gate (Figure 14B), which prevents a saccade to the target as 
long as the fixation light is visible. In the fixation task, the trial ends before the fixation light shuts 
off. In the overlap task, when the fixation light shuts off, the plan layer fixation activity decays. 
This eliminates the indirect pathway activity that was preventing a saccade to the target. The 
planned saccade to the target then opens its own basal ganglia gate via the direct pathway, and the 
target is foveated. 
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Figure 14. Task learning. All panels show layer Ill plan cells 
and striatal indirect pathway projection neurons correspond· 
ing to the plan cell modules. Layer Ill cells also activate the 
direct pathway (not shown) to open their own gate in the 
absence of indirect pathway VETO signals (Figure 9). (A) 
For the Fixation task, the model initially makes an erroneous 
saccade to the target while both the fixation light and target 
are visible. The ensuing lack of reward leads to a dopamine 
dip (Figure 10). The dopamine dip causes the FEF layer Ill 
fixation cell that is tuned to the fixation light features to learn 
to activate the indirect pathway channel that prevents a sac· 
cade to the target. Specifically, dopamine dips act to facilitate 
LTP in active corticostriatal synapses to the indirect pathway, 
as discussed in the text above. ThalamusHto-striatal indirect 
pathway projections ensure that only the active module (in 
this case, the module that erroneously foveated the target) in 
the striatal indirect pathway is eligible to learn. This learning 
allows the presence of the fixation light to keep the target 
from being foveated. Although a plan to foveate the target is 
also active, the lack of intrinsic afferents to the indirect path-
way prevents the target foveating plan from learning to shut 
its own gate, which would otherwise lead to a kind of learned 
helplessness in which the plan always prevented itself from 
being gated. The training required to pertorm the fixation 
task is sufficient to pertorm the overlap task as well, because 
the essential requirement again is to refrain from foveating 
the target while the fixation light is active. (B) In the Gap 
task, the system repeatedly foveates the target, which 
appears consistently at the same location (see Results sec-
tion). During training, dopamine bursts gradually evoke LTP 
in the IT-FEF projection, which trains spatially-invariant IT fix-
ation point representations to plan a saccade to the antici-
pated target location. This is a "What-to-Where" mapping, in 
that a spatially-invariant ("What") representation elicits a plan 
to foveate a particular location ("Where"). When the anticipa-
tory saccade is first learned, it is generated immediately by 
onset of the fixation light. Because the fixation light is still vis-
ible, the saccade is unrewarded and results in a dopamine 
dip, which trains the fixation light foveating plans in layer Ill to 
prevent the anticipatory saccade as long as the fixation light 
is present (ct. Figure 9). (C) The Delay task requires the ani-
mal to foveate a remembered target location that may differ 
from the anticipatory saccade goal of the gap task. When the 
target is flashed briefly, it activates a saccade plan in layer Ill 
whose sustained activity persists after the target disap-
pears. When the fixation light shuts off, either the remem-
bered target location or the gap task anticipated target is 
foveated. If the gap task saccade is generated, a dopamine 
dip trains the layer Ill sustained representation of the delay 
task target to prevent the gap task anticipatory saccade from 
being generated (cf. Figure 9), so that only the correct sac-
cade to the remembered target location is generated. 
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In the gap task, the anterior IT representation of the fixation light learns (Figure 14) to 
activate a saccade plan to the anticipated target location. The spatially invariant anterior IT repre-
sentation is necessary because the spatially variant, motor error representations in posterior IT are 
insufficient to learn an anticipatory saccade, as discussed previously. The saccade plan is exe-
cuted in the same manner as in the overlap task when the fixation light shuts off. In the delay task, 
the briefly flashed target excites a saccade plan in the plan layer, which remains active via recur-
rent excitation even after the target disappears. This plan activity is also executed in the same 
manner as in the overlap task when the fixation light shuts ofT 
The simulation results showed a range of reaction times (Table 2). These model reaction 
times include visual delay effects, namely a 50 ms. delay between light impinging on the retina 
and visual response seen in FEF visual cells (Figure 4A) and in PPC cells. The onset of a saccade 
is assumed to occur when SC activity reaches a defined threshold. The motor delay, or lag time 
between SC activity and actual movement initiation, is lumped into the time required for the 
model SC to reach a defined threshold, in a manner similar to the fixed activity threshold for sac-
cade initiation which has been demonstrated in the FEF (Hanes & Schall, 1996). The model 
details are described in the Appendix. In general, memory-guided and choice RT tasks required 
around 200 ms. for saccade initiation, whereas visually-guided, simple RT tasks required signifi-
cantly Jess, even Jess than 100 ms (Table 2). The discrimination task, although vision-guided, is a 
choice RT task in which the competition between simultaneously appearing stimuli requires time 
to resolve before a saccade can be initiated. The shorter reaction time in the overlap compared 
with the saccade task reflects the advantage of priming in the overlap task. The somewhat bimo-
dal reaction time distribution reflects the distinction between reactive versus planned saccadcs. In 
reactive saccades, there was no layer VI arousal in FEF. Reactive saccades therefore occurred in 
the absence of significant frontal plan or output layer activity and used a fast PPC-SC pathway. 
Planned saccades in the frontal cortex could not be executed until the competitive, winner-take-all 
dynamics within PPC resolved the competition between planned and reactive saccade goals in 
favor of a planned saccade. The extra time required for the cell dynamics to equilibrate explains 
the longer reaction times required for planned saccades. 
TABLE 2. Simulated Saccadic Reaction Times for Tasks 
'Htsk 
Reaction 
Time (ms) 
Saccade 
79 
Overlap 
55 
Gap 
163 
Delay 
233 
Choice 
210 
The simulations of cell dynamics are explained as follows, and the cell types arc listed in 
Table 3. In the FEF, visual cells (Figure 4A; pi! in Figure I 3) form an input layer that integrates 
diverse inputs to the FEF (Figure 13), from areas such as V4, IT, posterior IT (TEO), MT, PPC, 
and so on (Schall et al., 1995a), to form configura! cue representations (CCRs). Inputs from PPC 
or SCare able to generate a quick burst for any object in the receptive field, and if the object's fea-
tures fit the preferred features of the input cell, a second stronger burst is fired, which reflects 
attentional enhancement of motivationally salient stimuli (Figure 4A). In the model, the second 
burst is due to longer latency inputs from feature processing areas such as V 4 and posterior IT 
(TEO). Such two-phase responses have also been observed in visual cortex (De Valois & Cot-
taris, 1998). 
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Layer III (and perhaps part of layer II) is predicted to constitute a plan layer that includes 
many cell types (Figures 4B, 4C, 4F, and 5; layer FIP! in Figure 13). The plan label refers to the 
ability of this layer to generate planned action representations independently of whether those 
plans are executed. The cell types in this layer are predicted to include transient sensory move-
ment cells (Figure 4C), preparatory set/fixation cells (Figure 5), and sustained sensory movement 
(Schall, 1991) and visuomovement (Thompson eta!., 1996; Kodaka eta!., 1997) cells (Figures 4B 
and 4F). These cells can be divided roughly into two categories: fixation-related cells and sac-
cade-related cells. Fixation cells arc active in a sustained manner and serve to actively maintain 
fixation on an (already foveated) object, despite strong distractors in the periphery. Consistent 
with this interpretation, direct electrical stimulation of certain FEF cells has been found to sup-
press saccades (Burman & Bruce, 1997). In the model, fixation cells shut off immediately prior to 
saccade initiation, due to lateral inhibition from saccade-related cells in layer V (Figure 4D, layer 
FlO! in Figure 13). Saccade-related plan cells are activated by input cells and show sustained, 
working memory-like activity. These differ from prefrontal cortical cells, such as those described 
by Goldman-Rakic and colleagues (Goldman-Rakic, 1995), in that they code the intended direc-
tion of movement rather than the location of the stimulus. The dissociation between stimulus and 
saccade goal has been demonstrated by Funahashi and Goldman-Rakic (1993) in the context of 
the anti-saccade task. 
Plan layer cells form a motor error map, in which each cell codes a unique saccade vector 
in rctinotopic coordinates. They receive inputs from visual cells and transform visual signals into 
motor outputs, as suggested previously (Schall eta!., 1995b ). Competition occurs within the plan 
layer such that: (I) Cells coding the same saccade vector compete in a winner-take-all manner as 
the cells are physically close together and share inputs from common recurrent inhibitory inter-
neurons. (2) Cells belonging to the same module (i.e., sharing common inputs from layer VI cells 
and common inputs from thalamic cells) compete in a winner-take-all manner via learned recur-
rent inhibitory connections from shared inhibitory interneurons, trained with layer VI input. Ini-
tially, visual cells (Figure 4A) in the input layer (Figure !3) do not discriminate fcatural 
properties; they are excited by any stimulus in the receptive field. This causes multiple represen-
tations of the same saccade vector to become active. As the network begins to discriminate 
among features approximately I 00 msec. after stimulus onset (Figures 4A and 4B), competition 
in the plan layer (Figure 13) shuts off saccade plan representations whose featural preferences do 
not match the input (Figure 4B). Winning saccade plans show sustained, working memory-like 
activity (Hanes eta!., 1998) until either the saccade they represent is generated or another saccade 
is generated, or when layer VI activity ceases. Transient sensory-movement cells are initially 
activated by visual input but lose the competition for sustained working memory activity, and they 
arc again transiently activated at movement time by a corollary discharge from increased SC 
activity (Figure 7B; sees .. , in Figure 13). 
Layer V is the gating layer (Figures 4D and 5; layer f1°! in Figure 13). It is predicted to 
consist mainly of prcsaccadic (movement-related) cells. It can be activated either by input from 
the plan layer and the thalamus (Figure 6B; sec Vk in Figure 13), or else by a strong corollary dis-
charge signal from the SC, via SC-FEF projections (Sommer & Wurtz, 1998), provided it receives 
sufficient arousal from layer VI (f·iGJ). Layer Vis inhibited by postsaccadic cells (Figure 4E; see 
FIX! in Figure 13). Basal ganglia gating occurs as GPc activity (Figure 6A; see BIGPe)k and 
ciGPe)'Y in Figure 13) increases, while GPi (Figure 6A; sec BIGPi! kin Figure 13) and SNr activity 
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(Figure 7 A; see c!SN>)'Y in Figure 13) decrease to disinhibit the thalamus and SC. 
Layer VI provides a top-down arousal signal. Cells in layer VI are predicted to represent 
higher-level strategies rather than specific retinotopic or saccade vectors as in more superficial 
layers. Inputs from working memory areas activate these cells in a sustained manner (e.g., sus-
tained sensory-movement cells), and they in turn arouse corresponding cells in layer III and allow 
them to respond to sensory input. The projections from layer VI to layer V also provide an 
arousal signal that allows layer V cells to generate output and respond to corollary discharges 
from the SC for training purposes. 
Postsaccadic cells (Figure 4E; see l'{X)xv in Figure 13) are activated by SC burst cells (Fig-
ure 7B; see S,y in Figure 13) once SC activity exceeds the threshold and a saccade has begun. The 
discharges of FEF postsaccadic cells act in the model to prevent perseveration of activity in FEF 
layer V output cells by inhibiting (i.e., deleting) executed plans in the plan and output layers. The 
anatomical and electrophysiological data do not indicate to which layer these inhibitory postsac-
cadic cells might belong, although Iwabuchi and Kubota (1998) found a statistically significant 
activity increase in layers IV and V during and subsequent to movement. Postsaccadic cells may 
reside within or at least adjacent to layers III and V, within the same motor error map structure as 
the predicted plan and output layers. These postsaccadic cells are predicted by the model to form 
a separate class of cells from presaccadic cells that also show postsaccadic activity for saccades 
opposite from the preferred direction of the cell (Bruce & Goldberg, 1985). Regarding this phe-
nomenon, the model exhibits some weak postsaccadic activity in layer V cells as a rebound after 
the executed plan is deleted but before arousal from layer VI to layer V shuts off. 
SC fixation cells pause briefly during the saccade (Figure 7D; sec S'-" where (x,y) = (1,1), 
in Figure 13). After the basal ganglia gate has opened, the STN burst (Figure 6C; sec B(STN! in 
Figure 13) driven by output layer activity (Figure 4D; sec F (O) in Figure 13) diffusely excites the 
pallidum and SNr. This excitation increases pallido-thalamic inhibition, which prevents other 
movement plans from interfering with the movement that is being executed. 
Anti-saccades 
The ability to use a stimulus as a discriminative cue rather than as a saccade target is 
essential to certain oculomotor tasks. For example, the anti-saccade task (Hallet, 1978) requires a 
saccade away from, rather than towards, the visual stimulus. In this task (Figure 2), there is com-
petition between the target (a visual stimulus) and the anti-saccade goal, a motivationally salient 
but different target location for which no visual stimulus is presented. In the model, the anti-sac-
cade plan is computed and represented initially in frontal cortex, especially the prefrontal cortex 
and SEF (Schlag-Rcy eta!., 1997). These model frontal areas arc driven in part by visual signals 
from PPC regions which code stimuli in head-centered coordinates. At the same time, a reactive 
pro-saccade to the target is initially represented in the model PPC in motor error coordinates, 
driven by visual signals from visual cortex. The FEF may also represent a planned pro-saccade to 
the target as described previously. This model system is proposed to learn as follows. 
During training, a reactive pro-saccade to the anti-saccade target results in an unexpected 
punishment and a dopamine dip in the SNc. This dip can disinhibit other brainstem arousal mech-
anisms, such as norepinephrine in the locus coeruleus, or acetylcholine in the basal forebrain, by 
transiently removing the tonic inhibitory effect of D2 activation on these brainstem nuclei, which 
receive projections from the SNc or related midbrain dopamine neurons. The locus coeruleus is 
known to possess a high level of D2 receptors (Yokoyama eta!., 1994), which tend to inhibit cell 
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TABLE 3. 'H1hle of Electrophysiological Cell Types 
Area 
FEF 
FEF 
FEF 
FEF 
FEF 
FEF 
FEF 
Pallidum 
Motor Thalamus 
STN 
SNr 
sc 
PPC 
sc 
Celll:vpe Name 
Visual 
Visuomovcmcnl 
Transient Sensory-Movement 
Pres<lCcadic 
Postsaccadic 
Sustained Sensory-Movement 
Preparatory Set 
Saccade-related 
Fix.at ion-rclcucd 
References 
Schall, 1991; Schall ct al., !995a 
Schall & Bichot, 1998 
Segraves & Goldberg, I 987; Schall, 1991 
Bruce eta!., 1985; Segraves & Goldberg, 
1987; Scha!l, 1991 
Bruce & Goldberg, 1985; Bruce et al., 
1985; Schall, 1991 
Schall, 1991 
Schall, 1991; Schall ct al., 1995h 
Turner & Anderson, 1997 
Turner & Anderson, 1997 
Wichmann ct al., 1994 
l-likosaka & Wurtz, 1989 
Munoz & Wurtz, 1995 
Kalaska & Cram monel, 1995 
Munoz & Wurtz, 1993 
activity. During training, a transient noradrenergic or cholinergic burst due to a dopamine dip 
may suppress recently active cells but excite cells which have not recently been active, Noradren-
aline has been found to both suppress synaptic transmission and enhance responsiveness to stim-
uli (Woodward et aL, 1979; Hasselmo et aL, 1997), The model dopamine dip effect here is similar 
to a reset signal in Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991; Gross-
berg, 1999), which allows new cells to become active and learn to be activated by the existing 
input pattern, It docs this by first suppressing previously active cells and then exciting a new cell 
(or cells) which has not recently been active, Then it trains the newly activated cell to respond to 
the input pattern. In this way, a dopamine dip can cause the SEF input layer to Jearn a new contlg-
ural cue representation (CCR) of the active SEF afferents from working memory representations 
in dorsolateral PFC A CCR is a clustered representation of an afferent pattern, Learning-selec-
tive cells, which are most active during the early stages of new task learning) have been found in 
the SEF (Chen & Wise, 1995a), Although the dopamine dip corresponds to failure in the current 
trial, the resulting newly trained CCR expands the set of input layer representations such that the 
activity of the input layer becomes sufficient to uniquely determine an appropriate response to the 
novel situation as well as to previously learned situations. The new CCR learns the context in 
which the error was generated, so that in future trials, the same context will activate the new CCR, 
which can then learn to generate the appropriate response, 
After a CCR has been learned, if a trial-and-error response in a later anti-saccade task trial 
still does not gain reward, further dopamine dips resulting from the lack of reward strengthen an 
active SEF CCR's projection to the striatal indirect pathway (Figure 15), This causes SEF activity 
to prevent erroneous pro-saccade release by increasing the basal ganglia-SC inhibition, When the 
same input appears in a new trial and activates the CCR, and then the correct movement is gener-
ated by random trial-and-error (Amador et aL, 1998), several events occur, First, a corollary dis-
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charge of the motor output (Figure 15) activates a corresponding plan representation in layer III. 
Competitive, winner-take-all dynamics within the plan layer ensure that only one representation 
of the plan is activated for learning. Accommodation, or a decreased excitability resulting from 
recent activity, ensures that the active plan representation is not one that has recently been used to 
learn another task related to a different module. Such accomodation may be realized by transmit-
ter habituation or depression, and is part of an ART reset mechanism (Carpenter and Grossberg, 
1991 ). This biases the winner-take-all competition against recently active plans, and this is a form 
of inhibition-of-return (Posner ct al., 1985). If the inhibition has sufficient breadth, it may result 
in a kind of opponent processing, so that for example, a punished leftward pro-saccade suppresses 
leftward saccades, which increases the likelihood of a correct, rightward anti-saccade in future tri-
als. Second, a dopamine burst due to unexpected reward strengthens the input-to-plan layer path-
way (Figure 15), so that in a subsequent trial, the learned CCR directly activates the correct 
movement plan in layer III. 
Once the CCR has learned to activate the correct movement plan, the model can perform 
the anti-saccade task as follows (see Figures I and 15). Initially, the SEF anti-saccade plan and 
the PPC pro-saccade plan differ. Both SEF-based frontal (Parthasarathy et al., 1992) and PPC-
bascd posterior (Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1991) saccade plans project to the striatum, where 
they both drive feed forward striatal inhibition and attempt to open the basal ganglia gate (Figure 
I) by activating the basal ganglia direct pathway (Figure 9). As long as the two plans differ, nei-
ther one can by itself overcome the summed feedforward striatal inhibition and open the SNr-SC 
gate, as described in the above discussion of the basal ganglia (Figure I E). As the transient 
response to the visual stimulus subsides, the SEF can impose its anti-saccade plan activity on the 
FEF and PPC (Figure IE, IF, and 15) and thereby direct attention to the anti-saccade goal (Ever-
ling eta!., 1998). Once PPC and SEF activity arc in register, tile basal ganglia-to-SC gate opens 
to execute the anti-saccade (Figure I F). If the SEF anti-saccade plan (layer III) and output (layer 
V) are not sufliciently active, a pro-saccade is more likely to be erroneously generated (Schlag-
Rcy ct al., 1997). Over the course of learning, many CCRs arc learned, because a given CCR per-
tains only to a unique stimulus configuration. For example, different CCRs arc needed for left-
ward versus rightward anti-saccades. Phenomenologically, this implies case-by-case rather than 
rule-based learning, \Vhich is suggested by the following observation: monkeys who have learned 
to perform anti-saccades in one direction do not learn more quickly to perform anti-saccadcs in 
another direction (Amador ct al., 1998). 
The model describes how spatially invariant visual categories in IT can be used to evoke 
memory-guided saccades in the gap task, but a motor error representation as in the FEF is insuffi-
cient to learn a map from stimulus location to saccade goal when the two do not coincide, as in the 
anti-saccade task. As with the gap task, the reason is as follows. Activity at the location of the 
target or fixation light in retinal coordinates prior to the saccade must be trained to evoke the anti-
saccade plan. However, reinforcement learning signals act qfter the saccade. The location of the 
stimulus on the retina changes during the saccade. Therefore, a reinforcement learning signal act-
ing after the saccade does not necessarily have access to the original stimulus location on the ret-
ina prior to the saccade. However, a head-centered (craniotopic) representation of the saccade 
goal, as described in the SEF (Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1987; Tehovnik & Lee, 1993; Schiller, 1998) 
despite some controversy (Russo & Bruce, 1996), is invariant to eye movement and could learn 
the anti-saccade movement. The SEF receives inputs from the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and parietal 
cortex (though not from anterior IT). These inputs include both "What" representations in PFC 
and "Where" representation in PFC and PPC, as well as "What and Where" object representations 
in PFC (Rao et a!., 1997). The "Where" representation signals to the SEF may be craniotopic 
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(Tehovnik & Lee, 1993). As CCRs of prefrontal input are learned, these prefrontal inputs to SEF 
are used to guide eye movements when simple pro-saccade strategies prove insufficient to gain 
reward. 
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Figure 15. Overview of model SEF for the anti-saccade task. (A) A dopamine dip in the SNc, caused by 
a lack of expected reward, activates an SEF input layer configura! cue representation (CCR), which learns 
to represent the context in which reward was unexpectedly omitted (see text). Later, when an anti-sac-
cade is unexpectedly rewarded, a dopamine burst trains the CCR to activate an anti-saccade plan, which 
the basal ganglia release via layer V. The saccade signal is converted from craniotopic to motor error 
coordinates, and it then reprograms the PPC (see Figure 1 F) and evokes an anti-saccade. A planned 
ant'1-saccade representation can also learn to prevent an incorrect pro-saccade via the indirect pathway of 
the basal ganglia. (B) SEF learns to inhibit the incorrect pro-saccade via the striatal indirect pathway, and 
it learns to activate the correct anti-saccade goal by reprogramming the FEF and PPC. Thus the incorrect 
pro-saccade, but not the correct anti-saccade, is selectively prevented. By convention, solid arrows and 
hemidisks are excitatory, and filled circles are inhibitory. 
In order to learn the kind of arbitrary sensorimotor transformations required for the anti-
saccade task, learning mechanisms in the input layer and input-to-plan layer pathways arc needed. 
Dopamine, which acts on D I receptors (Gaspar et al., 1995) in layers II, Ill, V, and VI (Berger et 
al., 1988) and D2 receptors in layer V (Gaspar et al., 1995) of motor cortex could provide the 
basis for cortical reinforcement learning, as in the striatum. A two-tiered reinforcement learning 
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system may hereby be embodied in the frontal cortex and basal ganglia. 
The present model could be augmented (Figure 15) to represent stimuli in craniotopic or 
even object-centered coordinates. The SEF is known to be especially active during anti-saccades 
and has been suggested to aid suppression of erroneous pro-saccades (Schlag-Rey eta!., 1997). 
The apparent contradiction between data showing head-centered and motor error representations 
in the SEF (Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1987; Russo & Bruce, 1996) can be resolved by postulating a 
craniotopic coordinate system for planned saccades in SEF layer III, and a craniotopic-to-(motor 
error) coordinate transformation map for gated saccades in the output layer of SEF, namely layer 
V (Figure 15A). Stimulation of cells upstream from the coordinate transformation would evoke 
converging saccades; stimulation downstream would evoke fixed vector saccades. Stimulation at 
the site of the mapping transformation would evoke an intermediate between converging and fixed 
vector saccades, as has been observed (Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1987). 
Discussion 
The model is able to account for a wide range of anatomical, neurophysiological, and psy-
chophysical data about planned and reactive saccadic eye movements. Previous models have pro-
vided functional interpretations of the basal ganglia's circuitry and role in learning and behavior. 
However, these models treated each cortical component as a black box, an undifferentiated unit 
that projects to the striatum and exhibits reciprocal excitation with a part of the "motor" thalamus. 
Our results indicate how a detailed consideration of the interactions between the frontal cortex 
and basal ganglia provides greater insight than separate treatments of each of these areas. Fur-
thermore, with the usc of modules, the resulting combined system was able to learn a variety of 
new tasks, 1rvithout forgetting previously learned tasks, with a single set of parameters. Specifi-
cally, after training on all of the tasks, the model was tested and found able to correctly perform 
any of the learned tasks. Several basic tenets of the model bear enumerating. 
First, physiologically distinct cell types in frontal cortex are associated with distinct corti-
callayers (lwabuchi & Kubota, 1998). 
Second, frontal cortical layers can be assigned distinct functional roles encompassing the 
staging requirements of conditional voluntary action. These stages can be classified as follows. 
The initial event occurs when a motivational signal from a higher cortical area excites layer VI 
cells, which arouse a set of related plan cells in layer III. Next, an input cell in layer III is acti-
vated by a specific sensory cue. This input cell, in turn, strongly activates a specific plan within 
the aroused plan class. The planned movement activity is maintained until either the top-down 
arousal via layer VI is lost, or else the movement is executed by layer V cell activity. 
Third, plan layer activity is not sul'ficient by itself to activate layer V cells. Movemclll 
execution occurs when the motor thalamus excites layer V cells, thereby allowing layer III plan 
cells to drive corresponding layer V cell activity above the threshold required for movement initi-
ation. The motor thalamus also excites layer III cells to enhance their ability to drive layer V cells 
above threshold. The model thus predicts that a significant population of presaccadic cells will be 
found in layer V, as reported previously by Segraves and Goldberg ( 1987). More recently, Som-
mer and Wurtz (2000) examined cells in FEF (presumably layer V) that project to the SC. They 
found presaccadic cells as well as a variety of cell types whose responses were not restricted to 
presaccadic, movement-related activity. Their results suggest that additional signals may be pro-
cessed in layer V beyond those modeled here. We have not attempted to model the FEF layer V 
projections to brainstem oculomotor areas (Schnyder et al., 1985), although the present model 
would suggest a significant presaccadic activity component in this projection, which could be 
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investigated using the method of Sommer and Wurtz (2000). 
Fourth, although the motor thalamus may be primed by excitation from layer VI, it cannot 
become active unless the tonic pallido-thalamic inhibition by the basal ganglia is greatly reduced. 
Fifth, because the movement gate is controlled by inhibition from the basal ganglia, the 
learned inputs to the striatum can either accept or veto cortical movement plans. Acceptance 
occurs when excitation to the striatal-GPi/SNr ("direct") pathway causes a pause in the pallido-
thalamic inhibition. Veto occurs when excitation to the striatal-GPe ("indirect") pathway 
decreases GPe activity, which removes tonic GPe-GPi inhibition. The resulting enhancement of 
pallidothalamic inhibition prevents the planned action from being performed. Layer V inputs to 
the STN confirm the chosen action. By exciting the pallidum and thereby increasing pallido-tha-
lamic inhibition, the STN helps lock out competing plans to control the same motor effector sys-
tem, as these plans would otherwise interfere with the ongoing selected action. 
Sixth, a striatal choice to execute a planned movement depends on the cortical emergence 
of a coherent plan. Convergent cortico-striatal projections from frontal and posterior cortical 
areas with strong cortico-cortical links (Van Hoesen eta!., 1981; Gerfen & Wilson, 1996), com-
bined with strong feed forward inhibition in the striatum, ensure that striatal decisions occur after 
cortical competition begins to resolve in favor of a coherent plan. This reduces the incidence of 
non-adaptive behaviors such as "saccadic averaging)'. 
Seventh, reinforcement learning based on dopaminergic signals delivered to the frontal 
cortex and to the striatum guides a learning process by which cue representations gain an ability 
to veto or promote action plans. In particular, dopamine bursts increase cue-action links in the 
striatal direct pathway, while transient depressions of the dopamine signal increase cue-veto links 
in the striatal indirect: pathway. Thalamostriatal projections provide heterosynaptic training sig-
nals that assign credit to the relevant striatal indirect pathway. 
Finally, while the FEF plays a key role in complex saccadic eye movement tasks and is 
essential for certain tasks such as working memory-guided tasks and complex visually-guided 
tasks (Deng eta!., 1986; Pierrot-Deseilligny eta!., !993), it may be less essential for some visu-
ally-guided tasks once they are overtrained. Chen and Wise (1995b) have shown that some frontal 
eye field cells are selectively active early in training, and Sakai et a!. ( 1998) have likewise shown 
with functional imaging that the cortical locus of saccade-related activity shifts from frontal to 
posterior saccade-related areas as learning progresses. 
At a basic level, the model shares features with a mixture of experts (Jacobs et a!., 1991 ), 
as has been previously discmsed with references to basal ganglia function (Graybiel eta!., 1994; 
Graybiel, 1998). However, whereas previously the striatum has been suggested as the location of 
the experts (Graybiel, 1998), in the present model the cortex is the location of the different 
"expert" modules, and the basal ganglia as a whole function as a module selector. 
In their model of the FEF and related oculomotor areas, Dominey eta!. ( 1995) and Arbib 
and Dominey (1995) have developed an FEF model that contains visual, memory, and saccade 
layers which roughly correspond to the cells here predicted to reside in layers lli (input), III (plan) 
and V, respectively, of FEF. Their model also distinguishes between fixation- and saccade-related 
cells, as in the present model, and they capture other properties of the relationships among IT, 
PPC, FEF, SC, and the basal ganglia. The present work provides a more detailed treatment of cor-
tical-(basal ganglia)-thalamus interactions. One point of distinction is the predicted site of learn-
ing. Dominey eta!. (1995) emphasized how learning in the IT-caudate pathway might result in an 
IT-induced gradient of activity in the striatum that biases in favor of saccades in a particular direc-
tion. This What-to-Where mapping plays a similar role to the IT-FEF plan layer mapping in our 
model, although the predicted anatomical substrate is different. Likewise, the present laminar 
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cortical analysis suggests that corticothalamic projections are not strictly reciprocal, and therefore 
might not provide the strong resonant activity necessary to sustain working memory, in the man-
ner that the Arbib & Dominey (1995) model predicts. The present model predicts a gating func-
tion rather than a working memory function in the FEF-thalamus reciprocal projections. 
The present model may be extended in several ways. Although we have focused primarily 
on the FEF of the frontal cortex, the fact that the anatomical data used to structure the model 
include several different parts of the frontal cortex suggests that the model may generalize well to 
other frontal cortical areas. For example, the prefrontal cortex (PFC, e.g., areas 9 and 46) is repre-
sented in the model as a single layer (Figure 13) which could itself be expanded into a multi-lay-
ered system similar to the present FEF model. The output layer (or even plan layer) of such an 
expanded prefrontal model could provide the control signals to the FEF layer VI. This would 
constitute a kind of hierarchical decision-making scheme, in which the PFC decides, based on 
current working memory activity, what high-level strategies will be primed in lower areas such as 
FEF. These lower areas then determine the specifics of a planned movement. This organization 
could be extended to multiple levels of hierarchy. 
Appendix 
The mathematical details and equations of the model are given below. Cell activity is mod-
eled with shunting or membrane equations (Hodgkin, 1964; Grossberg, 1973). In general, x andy 
refer to motor error coordinates (Figure 16). For convenience, these have been modeled as Carte-
sian, although they could easily be modified to capture the space-variant properties of the brain. 
The variables i and k typically index frontal modules and IT categories, respectively. Activity is 
bounded above in all cases at 1.0 and bounded below typically between 0.0 and -0.6, depending 
on the function of the particular cell. The model output is determined by the state of the superior 
colliculus (SC), which is modeled as a motor error map. A more complete modeling treatment of 
the SC appears in Grossberg et al. (1997) and Gancarz and Grossberg (1998). Whenever an SC 
cell activity increases above 0.6, it is deemed to have initiated a saccade corresponding to the 
cell's motor error vector representation. As soon as a saccade was generated (i.e., one SC cell 
activity exceeded 0.6), a reward signal N::::: 1.0 was given if the saccade was correct, and a punish-
ment signal N::::: 1.0 was given if the response was incorrect. The reinforcement learning signals N 
and N could not be simultaneously active. They correspond to dopamine bursts and dips respec-
tively, and they lasted 100 msec. (Ljungberg et al., 1992; Brown et al., 1999). 
External stimulus inputs that get propagated to FEF are given by f"'xyi· These are convolved 
with a Gaussian kernel to mimic receptive field properties, in order to generate the pre-processed 
stimulus signall,yi· Specifically, 
-~P - x)2 + (q_::R 
(0.7)' 
where 'V is the set of eight nearest neighbors in the Cartesian input space. 
(I) 
The signal fxyi then generates two further signals that reach FEF, namely I u;xy and/ (d;_l"-" The 
lumped input ll)xv is a rapid onset FEF input assumed to originate from early visual processing 
areas such as primary visual cortex. This models the property that FEF input cells respond 
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Figure 16. Descr'1ption of model structure. (A) Retinotopic inputs and motor error outputs are repre-
sented by a map. Each square within the grid represents a cell or cell population with a receptive or 
movement field corresponding to its grid position. The cells are indexed by a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem for convenience (although this does not preclude a space-variant representation). (B) The model 
FEF contains three distinct input-plan-output modules. One represents fixation signals, and another rep-
resents saccade target signals. These inputs are assumed to come from areas V4 and posterior IT (area 
TEO), which respond to different object features and have retinotopic receptive fields of varying sizes 
(Tanaka et al., 1991; Komatsu & ldeura, 1993; Kobatake & Tanaka, 1994), as discussed in the text. In 
contrast, a third pathway from anterior IT (area TE), which shows greater feature selectivity and spatial 
invariance, learns to associate a spatially invariant object category with saccade direction, thus mapping 
a "What" sensory cue to a "Where" saccade plan. These three pathways are indexed by i, which also 
indexes the corresponding three basal ganglia channels that control them. 
quickly (with about 50 ms. latency) to a stimulus in the receptive field, regardless of its properties. 
If the properties of the external stimulus arc preferred by au FEF cell, theu it fires a second burst at 
around I 00 ms. This is modeled with the discriminating input signal, f~d! xyi• which is assumed to 
represent input from visual area V4 and posterior IT. The symbol t (on)xyi is the time at which the 
convolved stimulus signall,y; rises above 0.3, an arbitrary threshold chosen to register activity but 
ignore spurious noise, and tis the current simulation time. Then 
(2) 
specifies that the initial stimulus related input to FEF spans the interval of 50 to 80 msec. after I,_,.; 
rises above threshold. This timing was determined by inspection of Figure 4A. By default, I m,Y 
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= 0 if no inputs are active. The quantity /on!xyi is not reset unless l,y; first falls below the thresh-
old 0.3. Specification of the discriminating input to FEF is similar: 
l~::.: = ( (on) t-t,yi E [lOOms, !30ms] 
otherwise 
(3) 
Again, the interval of I 00 to I 30 msec. was determined by inspection of the second burst in the 
upper left panel of Figure 4A. 
Input /PPC)'Y to the PPC is similar to the JIO,Y input, except that there is no upper time limit, 
because PPC activity is sustained rather than transient in Figure 7C. Thus, 
(4) 
The 50 mscc. onset delay reflects the time required for light impinging on the retina to activate 
PPC, as seen in Figure 7C. 
The activity rfOxyi of an FEF input cell is given by: 
(5) 
Feed forward surround inhibition (the term 2: in (5)) among FEF visual cells (Schall eta!., I 995b), 
which are interpreted as input layer cells in the model, helps to normalize the overall activity and 
also allow a stronger response to a unique, isolated stinmlus than to each stimulus when multiple 
stimuli arc present. This provides a kind of "oddball discrimination" efTect, as has been observed 
in the FEF (Thompson eta!., I 997). 
Plan layer cells may be fixation- or saccade-related, and they may perform a "What-Where" or a 
"Where-Where" transformation (Figure I 6). The combination of these independent attributes 
leads to four kinds of plan layer cells with distinct functionalities and connectivity patterns. The 
complexity of these model cells is further motivated by several constraints. First, the multiplicity 
of modules allows a given saccade vector to be learned, reinforced, or suppressed under different 
conditions. To avoid interference across modules during learning, the same saccade vector 
(including the special case of fixation) should not have simultaneously active representations in 
difTercnt modules. Nonetheless, different saccade plans may still be simultaneously active in dif-
ferent modules; otherwise, there would be no alternative plans from which to choose. These con-
straints arc enforced by competition among specific kinds of cells for activity. Second, fixation 
cells must shut off when a saccade is initiated. The model assumes that the decision to make a 
saccade, as represented by saccade-related activity in the output layer, can drive inhibitory feed-
back that shuts off fixation cells. Third, plan layer cells receive a large number of afferents, 
including sensory input from the FEF input layer and infcrotemporal cortex, inhibitory signals 
from postsaccadic cells, corollary discharges of saccade-related activity from the superior collicu-
Ius, and arousal signals from FEF category (layer VI) cells. These constraints are reflected in the 
following governing equations. 
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Activity pP!x\'i of FEF plan layer cell xyi is given by 
d (P) (P) .(PE) ,(P) ,(PI) 
-F = 500[(1-F,_,;)F_,._\'i -U_,._\'i +0.4)f<x_ri], dt xyi (6) 
where pPI!!xyi is the total excitation to a plan layer cell, and 1;-(PI)xyi is the total inhibition. The 
excitatory inputs F-IPH)'Yi of (6) are given by 
(PE) 
Fxyi 
= F(l) 0 025 (F(G) 0 15) kf)n·j.(P)(F(P)) 
X)' I+ ' ~ q I ) ' + .\")'/ 
+ o.12,k w~~;?rk + k'ti'rs,,.- o 25t 
(7) 
Input F(l)>yi from the FEF input layer was defined in equation (5). Term rfGJi is input from layer 
VI (the category layer), defined by equation (24 ). Term 7k is input from anterior IT, defined by 
equation (52), weighted by synaptic efficacies W (TP)k.>yi• which are defined by equation (60). 
Term S,,. is input from the SC, defined by equation (39), and the term [S,y - 0.25t grows linearly 
with s,,. above the signal threshold 0.25 but is zero for all S'-" below 0.25. The parameter J/i>r 
scales the FEF plan layer recurrent excitation. The parameter ks/i> is the SC,to-FEF plan layer 
synaptic strength. 
The sigmoid signal functionf'(PJ is given by 
+ 8 
f (P)( ·) = ([x[ ) X 8 . 
. - + 8 ([x[ ) + 0.5 
(8) 
With p{PJxyi as its argument, it ensures that recurrent excitation within the plan layer can result in 
self-sustaining activity only when a plan layer cell's activity exceeds 0.5. The signal function 
q(x,a) used to process input F (G)i is given by 
q(x, a) = { ~ x<a 
x:2:a 
(9) 
It allows background noise to be filtered out while allowing even small suprathreshold signals to 
generate robust activity. 
Fixation-related cells in the model are those cells with Cartesian coordinates (x,y) = (1,1). For 
saccade-related cells, i/1'" = 0. 18, ksfl' = 8; for fixation-related cells, /(fin·= 0.0, ksfi> = 0.0. This 
means that saccade-related cells can both receive movement-related corollary discharges from the 
superior colliculus and exhibit self-sustaining recurrent excitation, but fixation-related cells can 
do neither. 
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The inhibitory inputs p{Pl)'Yi of (6) arc given by 
F(PI! = 0.06 + 5F(Xl + k1i" 1<" /P!(Fu~; )) + kfi'P[" '>:' [F(O!_o.6t (10) 
xyt .\_\ L..imt:i .~)n ..4..Jk"'-'p,q:t.!,J pqk 
si, f(P)(F(l') )] kf)ii(j.P'.(F(P))- f(P)(F(I'))) 
+L .. lim+ 1 .n·1 .X)"I · Ill ;;f;.j •• • 
Here p{X!xy is inhibition from postsaccadic cells, defined by equation (27). The parameter kfjn·i 
scales the FEF plan layer recurrent inhibition. Saccade- and fixation-related plan layer cells have 
different patterns of inhibitory affcrents. The parameter kfop scales the FEF output layer and plan 
layer inhibition to fixation-related plan layer cells. The parameter k(t'i scales recurrent inhibition 
from saccade-related cells. For saccade-related cells, kfop =0.0, kfpi = 0.1; for fixation-related 
cells, kfop = 1.0, k·(t'i = 0.0. This means that only one of the last two terms of equation ( 1 0) is used 
in any given ceii.The '>:' .f(P\F\':k) are off-surround terms from fixation-related cells, L...Jk '1:: I 
indexed by (x,y) = (1, I). 
For Where-Where cells, !cfin·i = 0.1. The lateral inhibition{ pr from saccade-related plan 
cells is given by 
!'" - '>:' '>:' /P)(F(P)) 
. ,- L...JkE Q L...Jp,q:Fl, I pqk' (I I) 
where Q is the set of all Where-Where plan layer cells in different modules, namely k = 0 and 1. 
For What-Where cells, 0,,.; = 0.0. The lateral inhibition function/~'' is 
!'" ~ '>:' /~'l(F(Pl) 
. k ,L...;p,q=t:-1,!' pqk (12) 
This implies that Where-Where cells do not inhibit What-Where plans, although Where-Where 
plans encoding the same saccade vector but in different modules do inhibit each other. Fixation-
related plan and output cells, given in equations (6) and ( 19), respectively, shut off immediately 
prior to a saccade. 
Appropriate substitutions of (7), (9)-( 12) into (6) allows the plan layer equations to be expanded 
as follows. Saccade-related Where-Where plan layer cell dynamics arc given by 
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<_i_ 1;Y'l ,(P) Ul tGl , tPl tPl dt xri = 500[(1-F,,.;)IF,,.;+0.025q(F; ,0.15)+0.!8f (F,,.;) 
(TP),, - -+ 
+ o.1 2:k wkxxi 1 k + s[s'-'.- o.2s1 1 
-(Fy:; + 0.4 )[ 0.06 +SF~~)+ 0 I CL, j(P)(F;1;;,)) 
+0.1(~ ~ f(P\F(P))-/P)pU'_l)]]. 
£....kE£2 .L...Jp,q¢\,J' pqk -\_\1 (13) 
These cells are inhibited by other Where-Where saccade-related cells in their own and other mod-
ules, but they do not inhibit themselves. 
Saccade-related What-Where plan layer cell dynamics are given by 
d Y'l ,(/') .(1) .(G) (I') (P) 
d/xri = 500[(1-F,,.;)ll·,y;+0.02Sq(F; ,0.15)+0.!8f (F,y;) 
(TP)r . -+ 
+0.1LkWkxyiTk+8[S,,.-0.25[] 
-(F(P) + 0.4 )[ 0.06 +SF( X)+ 0 I(~ /1')(/;-li'l) .. /~' 1 F(P)) ]] 
X_\' I - ' xy · £....p, q-:f:.\, I pqk xy1 - . 
These cells are inhibited by otl1er What-Where cells but not by Where-Where cells. 
Fixation-related Where-Where plan layer cell dynamics are given by 
(14) 
( 15) 
The inhibition of these cells by output layer saccade-related activity allows saccade execution to 
shut off fixation cells. These cells arc also inhibited by fixation cells in other modules. 
Fixation-related What-Where plan layer cell dynamics arc similarly given by 
-crY:!+ oA l[o o6 + sF;~~+ 
5~ f.(P)(F(P) l]]] +- £....t ·· lim · 
m'f.l (16) 
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In general, reward signals subserving reinforcement learning are not given until sometime after an 
action has been generated, with a delay of hundreds of msccs. or even seconds. However, move-
ment-related activity shuts off immediately after a movement is initiated (Figures 4C, 4F). Thus, 
reinforcement learning signals must modify synapses for which the pre- and post-synaptic cells 
were previously active but not currently active. In order for reinforcement learning credit to be 
properly assigned to synapses that previously helped activate a movement, but arc no longer 
active, a record of recent cell activity must persist after cell spiking ceases. An intracellular sec-
ond messenger system can provide a record of recent activity where needed for learning (Sutton & 
Barto, 1981; Klopf, 1982; Grossberg & Merrill, 1992; Fiala et a!., 1996). In support of this 
hypothesis, Houk et a!. (1995) have suggested specific pathways by which dopamine can modu-
late reinforcement learning in corticostriatal cells, acting on glutamate-induced second messenger 
activity. Other options, such as working memory representations of previous movements or paral-
lel cells with slower spiking rate decay require additional cells and connectivity, and arc therefore 
less spatially efficient than an intracellular second messenger-based record of previous activity. 
A d t. I I . . "i·(P). I I I . . f I . recor o recent p an ayer actiVIty r xyi IS neec cc to proper y assign rem orccment earnmg 
credit to previously active plan layer cells after the trial: 
d -(P) -(J>) -.(P) pi + -·(P) 
-1 F = 15(1-Fn.;)f/',.,.-1 ] -0.75Fn·i· ( f xyi · · · 1 • ( 17) 
For Where-Where cells, P" = .4; for What-Where cells, P" = 0.15 to respond to weaker What-
Where plan cell activity. The record of recent plan layer activity in equation (17) is predicted to 
consist of second messenger activity within plan layer cells, and it allows dopamine bursts to train 
input layer and anterior IT cells to activate plan layer cells. The anterior IT-to-plan layer path 
strength \vfTP) kxvi is described by equation (60), which mediates activity in part of the plan layer 
IJP)xyi' described by equation (6). 
The plan layer also projects to the striatum, but a plan layer cell must not learn to activate the stri-
atal indirect pathway projections that can prevent the plan from being executed. If they could, 
then when a dopamine dip occurs, a plan would learn to prevent itself from ever being executed, 
leading to a kind of learned helplessness. In the current implementation of the model, this kind of 
learning is prevented by GABA-ergic inhibitory postsaccadic cells piX)'.\' which synapse on plan 
layer cells and prevent them from learning to activate striatal indirect pathway projection neurons 
(Berretta et al., 1997). However, these GABA-ergic postsaccadic cell-to-plan layer synapses do 
not prevent learning in plan layer-to-striatal direct pathway projection neurons (Bcrretta et a!., 
1997). The model predicts an additional second messenger species within plan layer cells that is 
necessary specifically for plan layer-to-indirect pathway learning and also suppressed by GABA-
crgic postsaccadic activity, so that this second messenger concentration is elevated only in 
recently active but unexecuted plans. This GABA-scnsitive record of recent plan layer activity 
-(PA) . . 
Fryi rs grven by 
d -(PA) 
-F dt xyi 
= I<(J ... f;(PA))I .. ',(P)_I'"'J+ -F-;U~A)!075 7</;-(X)] ~> <'-'' r xyt .\.ll · ~ + ~> xy · 
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(18) 
Whereas equation ( 17) provides a record of recently active plans that drives learning in anterior IT 
projections to the plan layer and in plan layer projections to the striatal direct pathway, equation 
(I 8) provides a record of recently active bulunexecu/ed plans, which drives learning in the plan-
to-striatal indirect pathway W (PSI)ryik• as defined by equation (56). Striatal indirect pathway 
activity B (SI)k is defined by equation (43). How might equations ( 17) and ( 18) be realized in a 
single cell? Note that equation (I 7) is naturally interpreted as a process localized in the dendrites 
of corticostriatal cells. By contrast, equation (I 8) is naturally interpreted as a process in the (stri-
atal) axon terminals of cortico-striatal cells. By hypothesis, the trace in equation (18) is set up 
only if p(P) xyi > fP1 and is caused to collapse at a higher than normal rate if post-saccadic inhibi-
tion shuts down activity of the source cell. Such an event would necessarily cause below baseline 
arrival of propagated spikes at the cell's corticostriatal terminals, leading to the trace collapse, 
whereas the same event need not effect the dendritic process in equation (17). 
JIEJI output cells F (O)xyi can be divided into fixation- and saccade-related categories. Their 
activity is given by: 
d JO) _,, 
dt xyi 
= 125[.(1-F(O))F(Oii)FCG) -(F(O) 06)F(OI)] 
- - X)'l X)'l I X.\'1 + . ) X)'l ' ( 19) 
where p(Ol:')xyi is the excitatory signal to the output cells, p{OIJ is the inhibitory signal to the out-
put cells, and J;{G)i is an arousal signal from layer VI, defined by equation (24), which multiplica-
tively gates output layer activity to prevent the conjunction of plan layer input and thalamocortical 
input from erroneously activating output layer cells~ and to prevent corollary discharges from the 
SC from driving learning in output layer cells whose corresponding module is not active. 
The excitatory signals to FEF output cells are given by 
f ,(OC)- (I S[V --05[+ ()4 (!/l'l 02) -k'1''[S' --0.4.[.,.), xyi -· ·· 1 " + · q xyi' · -1 ' xy (20) 
where Vi is the thalamocortical input, defined by equation (49), that conveys a "GO" signal from 
the basal ganglia if Vi activity exceeds 0.5. Term r-IPJxyi is excitation from the plan layer by which 
saccade plans drive the output layer, and Sry is a corollary discharge from the superior colliculus 
that trains plan layer cells to represent specific saccade vectors. Parameter k4° determines the 
strength with which the SC excites the FEF output layer. For saccade-related cells, k'f"= I 0; for 
fixatiotH·elated cells, ic\li'=O. In other words, a corollary discharge from the SC can activate sac-
cade- but not fixation-related cells. 
Saccade-related output layer cells are inhibited by postsaccadic cells and other saccade-related 
olllput cells. Recalling that fixation-related cells have the model coordinates (x,y) = (1, I), the 
inhibitory signals to saccade-re/ared FEF output cells are given by 
(21) 
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where pX)'Y is input from postsaccadic cells, and the output layer sigmoid signal function / 0 ! is 
+ 10 
f.(O)( ·) = ([x] ) X 10 
. ([x() + 0.4 10 
(22) 
Equation (22) ensures that an output layer cell's activity must significantly exceed 0.4 before it 
can inhibit other output layer cells. This allows the weak visual response seen in presaccadic cells 
(Figure 4D). The inhibitory signals to fixation-related FEF output cells are given by 
Fconl = 
t 'I 
· ,\ (s, v) ~ (I, I) 
,(X) L L (0) .. + 0.3 + 6!· ,1. + 10 [F1, c0.6] 
- · k p, q -;;t I, I q 
(23) 
+ .._ .._ f(!J)(F(O))- f(O)(F(O)) 
.L..Jk£..,;p,q:::l,l' pqk' .\)/ 
Equation (23) is similar to equation (21), except for the addition of the term 
L L [F1\ 1:,i-0.6]+, which allows saccade-related activity in FEF output cells to shut off k p, q:t- I, I 
fixation-related activity via predicted inhibitory interncurons. 
The FEF layer VI activity f1G!i (the category layer) is given by 
(24) 
where input 7j, defined by equation (52), is the activity of space-invariant object representations 
from inferotemporal cortex. It provides a kind of training signal that activates specific category 
layer cells, so that affcrents from prefrontal working memory cells Ck> defined by equation (54), 
can learn to activate the appropriate category layer cells by reinforcement learning. The path 
strength wfCG)ki, defined by equation (59), denotes synaptic strengths from prefrontal cortex to 
the category layer. 
1'1 I f' I . . -/JG) I . I . I . I . f' I . 1e recorc o · recent category ayer actiVIty · i , w 11c 1 IS usee to gu1c c rem ·orccmcnt carnmg 
signals after movement completion, is given by 
(25) 
which is predicted to consist of second messenger activity within layer VI cells. The signal func-
tion _riG! is given by 
/G) = ([x]') 4 . (26) 
The inhibitory summation term in equation (25) allows lateral inhibition among layer VI cells to 
suppress the second messenger-based record of recent activity in addition to suppression of actual 
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spiking activity. This ensures that only the most recent activity, and not earlier activity related to 
previous tasks, is subject to reinforcement learning signals. Thus, a category layer cell will 
remain eligible to learn until the second messenger activity either passively decays or is actively 
shut off by competitive activity in a neighboring category layer cell. 
FEF postsaccadic cells p!XJxy are excited by corresponding SC cells Sry and serve to delete exe-
cuted plans. The SC input to F{X)n· cells is modeled here by thresholding the SC activity: 
d (X) .(X) , + (X) 
dtF"' = 500(1-I·xy )[5"'-0.6] - IOF,,.. (27) 
The SC-to-postsaccadic threshold 0.6 is also the threshold of saccade initiation in the SC. Post-
saccadic cells are therefore excited simultaneously with saccade initiation. 
The PPC is a large and diverse area. In the model, we define PPC cells P,.. in the lateral bank of 
the intraparietal cortex (LIP) which code visual stimuli in motor error coordinates (Gnadt & 
Anderson, 1988) by 
(28) 
where P !EJxy is the excitatory signal to the PPC cells, and P ll)xy is the inhibitory signal. The exci-
tatory input P (h'Jxy is given by 
P_tE) = sc/~'") +"' t.(o)CF(o)ll - 2CIF(I')_I ... l4 
\"\' ' X\' L..J.. X)'/ -1 X)'! ' 
.. . I . . 
(29) 
which includes excitation from FEF plan layer cells (F II'),_,.;) and output layer (F 10}_,-') cells. In 
the absence of frontal activity, visual signals (I(PPJxy) to PPC are a main driving force in saccade 
decision-making. However, activity in FEF can override visual signals and reprogram the PPC to 
reflect a planned rather than a reactive saccade. 
Symmetry of visual input strengths must be broken for a decision to be made when frontal cortex 
is inactive. Both cortical magnification and motivational signals probably play a role in PPC sym-
metry-breaking (Platt & Glimcher, 1999). Here cortical magnification is used to break symmetry, 
so that the visual inputs I !PI')ry to the model PPC cells arc given by: 
(PP) (ppc) l,Y = l,_,. + 0.0 I ( I.llx-- 11 + IY- II). (30) 
Equation (30) says that inputs appearing in the periphery arc more likely to be foveated than 
objects already in the fovea (to incite exploration), and that objects directly left or right of the 
fovea are more likely to be foveated than objects directly above or below. 
The inhibitory input P (l)xy is given by 
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(/) (/?) I .,. 4 Pn = l+IOPn +200 ([P1, 1]), , . .. (p, q) :t:. (x, y) (31) 
where the summation term provides immediate feedback lateral inhibition, and plii)'Y provides 
delayed feedback lateral inhibition within PPC, given by 
d ,(II) _ (R) > (R) y/ xy - 2[ ( I - P,)' )I xy - P,y ] . (32) 
The following section discusses the basal ganglia. It is essential to note the distinction between 
basal ganglia components that ultimately project to the colliculus, denoted by the symbol G, and 
those that ultimately return to frontal cortex via the thalamus, denoted by the symbol 13. The 
model coordinate systems are also distinct because the thalamic-projecting population codes 
module choice, while the colliculus-projecting population codes motor error. 
The colliculus-controlling striatal direct pathway activity c;!SD)'Y is given by 
(33) 
where the excitatory input is c;!SDE)'Y' and the inhibitory input is c;ISDI)''!" The excitatory signal is 
given by 
(34) 
where N refers to a dopamine burst (Ljungberg eta!., 1992), which can activate the striatum and 
modulate corticostriatal reinforcement learning (Wickens et a!., 1996). Term Pxy is parietal activ-
ity, and Fi0 l,yi is activity from the FEF output layer. Both of these excitatory affcrents attempt to 
open the basal ganglia-to-SC gate and allow their respective saccade plans to be executed. The 
inhibitory input c;!SDI)·'Y is given by 
dS.DI) = I + 20('1;" [P - 0.25]" +'I;' f'(O)(F(O))), 
.\) ""-'pq pq LfHJi' {}{// (35) 
which provides feedforward striatal inhibition from the parietal cortex and FEF output layer, 
mediated by fast-spiking feedforward striatal inhibitory interneurons (Wilson eta!., 1989; Jaeger 
et al., !994; Koos & Tepper, 1999). Consistent with the electrophysiological data of Jaeger eta!. 
(1994), the striatal model here does not include potent lateral inhibition, although its form does 
not preclude the addition of lateral inhibition. 
Colliculus-controlling striatal indirect pathway activity c;ISI),v is given by 
d (Sf) (Sf) - (Sf) 
JrG,y = 30[(1 -G,y )JONS,y~(G,y +0.58)], (36) 
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where N is the magnitude of a transient depression in the dopamine signal (a dopamine dip), as 
described by Ljungberg et al. (1992). Here, N provides an excitatory input to striatal indirect 
path projection neurons via disinhibition of dopaminergic 02 receptors. The superior colliculus 
Srr also provides an excitatory input to the colliculus-controlling indirect pathway. The last term 
of equation (36) includes tonic inhibition. 
GPe activity ciGI'e)xy is given by 
(37) 
where the first term of equation (37) implicitly represents tonic excitation from the STN, and the 
Striatal indirect pathway projectiOnS c!S/)X)' prOVide inhibition. 
SNr activity ciSNrJxy is given by 
!!_c/\'N•·J = 1ooc 1 ~ ctsN,')l ~ cc·rsN,-J 1 )(54!_c-rsDJJ+ so[GccPe)_l+l 
I " 'x_\' 
7 x_r + - '.x·.v + 1 x_r ' i f xy 
(38) 
where the first term of equation (38) represents tonic excitation from the STN, and both the GPe 
(c;IGPe)ry) and the striatal direct pathway (c;ISI!)x) provide inhibition. 
The model SC cells S,y receive excitation from both the PPC (P,yl and FEF output (!.1°!,y;), and 
they are inhibited by the SNr (ciSNrJxrl and a tonic inhibitory signal: 
d s· c 1 s· )(6CJJ> s" f.coJ(/'coJll s· csoo1 c-rsN•'l dt'xy:::: -,xy) xy+-L..ti· 'xyi -· xy -'xy + 0.3] + 10) (39) 
The thalamic-projecting basal ganglia system is similar to the colliculus-projecting system and is 
described below. The striatal direct pathway activity BISIJ)k is given by: 
d (SIJ) 
-B 
dt k 
= 50[(1 -BkSDJl(7o2,,,
1 
w;':f':!l!F;';) -0.33]' + 82:,
1 
w;:\I!JT1 
+ N + 21 v k t)~cBis!J) _,_ o.s8 l c 1 + 1.17 ci.,r/<':1 + 2 2:,
1 
V1l l J 
(40) 
The FEF plan layer /;{P)<yi as well as the inferotemporal cortex Jj, defined by equation (52), pro-
vide learned excitation that can selectively activate the striatal direct pathway. The path strength 
wiPSD)ryik is defined by equation (57), and the path strength wrTSD!ik is defined by equation (58). 
A dopamine burst N provides a dopamine-mediated enhancement of striatal activity via dopamin-
ergic D 1 receptors. Thalamic inputs Vk provide excitatory feedback that can help train FEF and 
inferotemporal inputs to the striatal direct pathway. Activity in the FEF plan layer and thalamus 
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also act, via feed forward striatal inhibitory interneurons, to inhibit striatal direct pathway activity 
as in equation (35). 
-·-(SD) 
The recent striatal direct pathway activity Bk is recorded by: 
d B(SD) = 750( I - B~SD)) [B(kSD)- 0.4] +- B~SD) (0.75 + 75" . f(IJ) (B(,SD)))' (41) dt k £..,k~, 
where inhibitory recurrent collaterals of striatal direct pathway projection neurons suppress sec-
ond messenger-based records of activity within neighboring striatal projection neurons. This 
mechanism is similar to the second messenger system in the category layer, defined by equation 
(25). A second-messenger effect could explain why collaterals of striatal projection neurons exist 
despite their failure to exhibit electrophysiologically potent lateral inhibition (Jaeger eta!., 1994). 
Functionf(!JJ is given by 
(42) 
The striatal indirect pathway B(Sl)k receives learned excitatory inputs from the FEF plan layer 
F{P)'-"'' modulated by the path strength W(l'SI)xyik· Cells 13 (SJ)k also receive fixed excitation from 
the thalamus V~.:. Indirect pathway projections arc disinhibited by a depression in dopamincrgic 
afferent activity N > 0, which acts on D2 receptors. Indirect pathway projection neurons arc also 
suppressed by feedforward inhibitory interneurons, which arc driven by FEF plan layer inputs 
F(P)xyi· The striatal indirect pathway activity is given by 
d (Sf) 
-B dr k (43) 
. . . -(S!!.J f I V . A trammg srgnal Bk rom t 1e thalamus k determmes whether the plan layer path strengths to 
the striatal indirect pathway projection cells are eligible to learn, should negative reinforcement 
occur. These path strengths wrP.\'I),yik are defined by equation (56). The thalamic input results in 
a second messenger-based record of recent thalamic activity in striatal projection cells, which is 
also suppressed in neighboring cells via feedforward inhibition from the thalamus via inhibitory 
interneurons. These are distinct from corticostriatal feed forward inhibitory interneurons, as there 
are known to be many different types of striatal interneurons (Kawaguchi eta!., 1995; Kawaguchi, 
1997). Despite the apparent projection of thalamic activity to the striatum, the proposed mecha-
nism is essentially localist, because thalamic activity induces second messenger signals in striatal 
cells; these striatal second messengers provide a local, postsynaptic signal to the learning law of 
equation (56). The second messenger activity of the striatal indirect pathway, which is induced by 
thalamostriatal afferents, is given by 
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d -(I'll) -(SIL) + -(SIL) L .(V) (X) 
-B, . = 750(1 -Bk )[Vk-0.5] -Bk (0.75 +75 j (V;)V,. ) df k k ~I (44) 
Where Vk is thalamic activity defined by equation ( 49), and \IX!i is thalamic transmitter that 
depletes with continued firing, as defined below in equation (5 I). The thalamic signal function 
/VJ is given by 
The GPi receives input from the STN, the striatal direct pathway projections, and the GPe. The 
GPi activity s<GPiJ k is given by 
d (GPi) 
-B = I 00[ (I - BkGPi))(0.77 + 2[B(STN)() 
dt k 
(46) 
where the GPi receives tonic excitation and glutamatergic excitation s!STNJ from the STN, and is 
inhibited by striatal direct pathway projections B(S!J)k and GPe outputs 13!GPe)k· 
The GPe JlGPeJk is excited by the STN JJISTNJ and inhibited by the striatal indirect path projec-
tions B(.\'1) k: 
The STN activity /3 tSTNJ is inhibited by the GPe 13 !GPeJk and excited by affcrents from layer V 
(the output layer Jcf 01) of the FEF: 
I (STN) 
'-13 dt = 25[(1 -//>7N))(0.016+ IO" .._ . [F(O)·····O.st) L...Jk £..J(p. q) * (I, I) pqk 
The summation index (p,q) ;t (I, I) refers to saccade-related but not fixation-related cells. 
(48) 
The pallidal-receiving motor thalamus Vk (e.g., VA and VLo) is excited by afferents from cortical 
layer VI (the category layer, F !GJ k) and inhibited by the GPi/SNr (/3 !CPiJ k). Recurrent inhibition 
has been observed in the visual thalamus (Lo and Shennan, I 994) and is also predicted in the 
motor thalamus. This thalamic recurrent inhibition mediates a local winner-take-all competition 
which allows only one thalamocortical projection to the FEF, and therefore only one module, to 
generate output at a given time. Since lateral inhibition within a module in the plan layer allows 
only one plan to be active per module, this helps ensure that multiple conflicting plans are not 
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simultaneously activated. The available thalamic lateral inhibition transmitter (GABA, given by 
V/X) in equations ( 49) and (51)) is assumed to habituate (inactivate, or depress) with continued 
firing. Without habituation at this stage, newly formed plans cannot shut off the current plan to 
allow themselves to be instated to test if they arc effective for gaining reward. If they arc not 
effective, then negative reinforcement (via dopamine dip) will cause a learned increase of indirect 
pathway activity that will prevent them from disinhibiting the thalamus in the future. Specifically, 
n!GPi) k in equation ( 49) will remain high to prevent the thalamus from becoming active. 
Thalamic activity Vk is given by 
(49) 
where the excitatory feedback signal function f!V) is given by 
f(V) = ([xJ'( (50) 
The term v!ronic) is 0.0 if the thalamic cell projects to a Where-Where FEF module (i.e., k < 2) and 
0.1 if the thalamic cell projects to a What-Where FEF module (i.e., k = 2). This small bias ini-
tially causes the thalamus to activate What-Where FEI-=-· plans for the purpose of demonstrating 
learning. Specifically, in learning the delay task, the model first attempts a saccade to the gap task 
target, which is a What-Where learned transformation. Subsequent punishment trains the model 
(Figure 14C) to suppress the gap task response when a delay task target is flashed, indicating that 
the delay task must be performed. 
Thalamic transmitter availability y!XJk is described by 
(51) 
where y!X!k depletes with continued activity Vk > 0.4 but returns to a baseline of 1.0 asymptoti-
cally when the thalamic signal V~,: is inactive. 
The model uses signals from both anterior and posterior IT. The posterior IT signals form part of 
the FEF input in equation (5). Anterior IT signals 'Jk activate the FEF plan layer in equation (7). 
Anterior (space invariant) IT representations Tk arc given by 
d 1' = 150( 1 - 'l' )/(IT)- 107' 
l . k k . k, ' t k 
(52) 
where I (17} k is the input excitation to these cells. The record of recent anterior IT activity T k, 
which is need for reinforcement learning, is given by 
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(53) 
and may be realized by second messenger activity within terminals of anterior IT cell synapses 
with PEP plan cells. 
The prefrontal working memory areas provide a contextual basis for learning which modules 
should be activated in a given situation. The PPC "What" representations learn to activate layer 
VI cells via long-range cortico-cortical projections. PFC "What" working memory represen-
tation activities C; are defined by 
i}__C = 30[(1-C;)(i.5/M)+T;+4/C)(C;)) 
dt i 
- (C; + 0.3)(1 + 0.35"' /C)(Ck))]. L..J, :;t.k 
(54) 
These PFC representations must receive a motivational input I (M) from the limbic areas in order 
to become active, and then a specific IT signal 7j can activate a working memory representation. 
Input lM! in (54) is either 0 or I, corresponding to off or on, respectively. The sigmoidal signal 
functionf'(CJ is given by 
f(C) = 
8 
X 
s s 
X + 0.6 
(55) 
Equation (55), which mediates recurrent excitation in equation (54), shows that C; activity must 
exceed approximately 0.6 in order for recurrent excitation to become active and maintain Ci in a 
self-sustaining regime. 7j cannot activate working memory alone, because it cannot drive Ci 
activity above 0.6. However, when lM! is active, the sum of non-specific JiM! and a specific pat-
tern of activity 7j can drive one or multiple prefrontal cells C; above 0.6 and into a self-sustaining 
regime. Once it becomes self-sustaining, this activity Ci persists only as long as at least one of 
/(M) and 1j is active. The sustained activity in prefrontal cortex may depend on reciprocal excita-
tion between frontal and parietal cortices (Chafee & Goldman-Rakic, 2000), and the simplifica-
tion to recurrent excitation here may be expanded to reflect this kind of reciprocal excitation. 
Learning in the model is modulated by dopamincrgic reinforcement signals (Schultz, 1998; 
Brown et al., 1999). These learning signals enable the model to learn the saccade tasks described 
above. Most of the learning laws below use intracellular records of recent activity. These local 
representations allow the learning Jaws to operate on recent pre- and post-synaptic activities 
despite the cessation of (performance-related) cell activity after movement completion but prior to 
reward. 
Cortico-Striatal Learning 
The plan-to-indirect path strengths WPSI)ryik are given by 
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d (PSI) 
-W 
dt xyik 
-. -(SIL) -(PA) (PSI) + (PSI) 
= N[500q(Bk , 0.35)lq(F,y; , 0.5)- W,yik ] - Wryik ] . (56) 
A negative reinforcement N, generated by the omission of primary reward at the expected time 
d . . . II I . I I I /~.(PAl I I . unng trammg, a ows recent y acttve ?ut unexecute( pans 'xyi to earn to suppress t 1e previ-
ously selected module with synaptic efficacy w;1;;;>. The module is suppressed via activity in 
striatal indirect pathway projections, whose abilities to learn are represented by striatal second 
-(SIL) 
messenger signals Bk that arc driven by the thalamus. The use of the signal function q of 
equation (9) in learning rules mimics the effect of NMDA channel blocking with magnesium. 
Noise below the threshold is filtered out, while even a small activity above the threshold causes a 
robust learning response. 
The plan-to-direct path strengths wO'SD!xyik arc given by 
d (PSD) 
-W 
dt xyik 
-c;(P) (PSD) + - (PSD) -(SD) 
= (N[I·x1;·-W,yik ] -O.I(N+N)W,yik )q(Bk ,0.5), (57) 
which increase when a dopamine burst N acts on a conjunction of recent pre- and post-synaptic 
activity, and which decrease slowly when a dopamine burst or dip (Nor N, respectively) acts on 
recent post-synaptic activity that occurs in the absense of recent pre-synaptic activity. 
The anterior IT-to-striatal direct path strengths wfTSD!ki arc given by 
(58) 
where positive reinforcement N allows anterior IT representations, whose recent activity is 
recorded by Tk, to learn to activate striatal direct pathway proje-ction neurons with recent activity 
B;S!J) via synapses with synaptic efficacy wfTSD)ki· Reinforcement activity, both positive (N) and 
negative (N ), is summed in equations (57) and (58) to allow weight decay for irrelevant stimuli 
(those IT representations that are inactive when the direct pathway is active and reinforcement is 
given). By selectively using only active and positively reinforced inputs, the training rule pre-
vents irrelevant stimuli from opening the basal ganglia gate. 
The PFC-to-FEF layer VI path strengths ;y(CG)ki arc given by 
d W(CG) = (500N[.cy(C',., O.'i)- l"k(·c,.:cJ)J+ 0 I(N N-)W(CG)) (!-;(G) 0 'i) df k' , 'Y •.... • + ki Gj 'j > ., > (59) 
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which allows the PFC working memory to learn to activate the appropriate module in layer VI, 
when the working memory contents C; and recent layer VI activity PiG) are active while a rein-
forcement learning signal N is active. 
Cortico-Cortical Learning 
The anterior IT-to-plan (what-where) path strengths wTP) kxyi are given by 
l (TP) 
.£..w 
dt kxyi 
-(1') (TI') + - (TI') ;-
(500N[F,yi- W kxyi] - 0.1 (N + N) W k.ryi )q(T k. 0.5), (60) 
where recently active anterior IT representations, as recorded by 
active plan layer cells, as recorded by 'f·~~~, with synaptic efficacy 
Tk, learn to excite recently 
(TI') W kxyi . The anterior IT acts 
d (TP) . . 
only on What-to-Where cells in the plan layer. In other words, dt W kxyi = 0 rf 1 corresponds to a 
Where-to-Where plan layer cell. Equations (59) and (60) reflect a prediction of the model, 
namely that dopaminergic signals influence cortical reinforcement learning and plasticity m a 
manner similar to the way they modulate reinforcement learning in the basal ganglia. 
The model comprehensively predicts cell types under various task conditions. For example, 
Figure 17 shows a set of model cells recorded as the trained model performed the overlap task. 
These model cell activities show how the model responds given the temporal dissociation in target 
stimulus onset response and saccade initiation in the overlap task. The temporal dissociation 
allows the sensory- vs. movement-related properties of the model cells to be distinguished. Some 
of these cells are compared with data in Figures 4-7, while others constitute predictions of the 
model that have not been compared with electrophysiological recordings. 
Simulations 
The initial conditions of the simulation were as follows. By default, all adaptive weights 
were zero, and all neural activities were zero. Thalamic transmitter V (X)k was 1.0 for all k. The 
prefrontal working memory to layer VI weight W(CG)ki was 1.0 if i=k or if it activates the What-
Where module (i.e., i = 2). wrcc;; ki was 0 otherwise. The plan layer to FEF-controlling striatal 
direct path weight W (PSD),yik was initialized to 1.0 for all i=k and 0 otherwise. W (PSD)xyik was 
fixed at the initial condition throughout the simulations. The first element of all arrays in the sim-
ulations was indexed by zero rather than one. Inputs (.ryi and I (ITJ k were 0 by default. 
Several rules governed the simulations. The model was trained on the saccade, fixation, 
overlap, gap, and memory-guided tasks successively. The tasks could be learned in a different 
order, but this was not tested. It was required to correctly perform one task before proceeding to 
learn a subsequent task. After the model had been trained on all of the tasks, its performance was 
evaluated on each of the learned tasks. All figures shown reflect the performance rather than 
training phase of the simulations. Trials were given at five second intervals, which provided suffl-
cient time for the model activity to subside and equilibrate between trials. Timet is defined here 
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to be zero at the beginning of each trial. The absolute simulation time is therefore the sum oft 
and an integer multiple of five seconds corresponding to the trial number. At timet= 0, the moti-
vational signal/ IM! is always set to 1.0 and is shut off when Nor N shut off at the end of the trial. 
A visible feature in the model always sets to 1.0 a specific l*xri and/ liT); pair, corresponding to 
the feature's identity and location within the visual field. When a saccade is performed, visual 
inputs shift 30 ms after saccade initiation to bring the saccade target into the fovea, i.e., (x,y) = 
(1,1). A newly foveated visual feature can activate FEF visual cells after a further 50 ms. visual 
delay, as seen in the onset delay in Figure 4A. Depending on whether or not the trial is COITectly 
performed, N for reward or N for punishment is set to 1.0 for 100 ms, beginning 100 ms after the 
onset of a saccade. 
The saccade task was presented first. At time t = 0, the fixation light was presented in the 
fovea. Specifically, l*xyi was set to 1.0 for (x,y, i) = (I, 1 ,0) as defined in Figure 16A, and I liT) k was 
set to 1.0 for k=O, corresponding to the anterior IT representation of the fixation light. At t = 200 
ms, the Jixation light shut off, and the target appeared to the right, at (x,y) = (2,1). The model ini-
tiated a saccade at t = 279 ms. At t = 309 ms, which is 30 ms after saccade onset, the target moved 
to the fovea as a result of the saccade, meaning that t'xyi activity shifted from (x,y) = (2,1) to (x,y) 
= (1,1), where i = 1. At r = 379 ms, which is 100 ms after saccade initiation, reward was given by 
setting N to 1.0 for I 00 ms. At t = 479 ms, the trial ended and all inputs were shut off, including I 
IM!, !*xyi• pnk, and N. The model performed the saccade task correctly on the Jirst trial, since it is 
essentially a visually-guided task. 
The Jixation task was presented next. At t = 0, the fixation light appeared in the fovea as 
described above. At t = 200 ms, the target appeared to the right at (x,y) = (2,1) with the fixation 
light still visible. The model erroneously initiated a saccade to the target at 361 ms and was pun-
ished. The remainder of the trial proceeded according to the simulation rules described above. 
The model performed the fixation task correctly on the third try. No saccade had been generated 
when 1 reached 500 ms, and the model was rewarded beginning at t = 500 ms. 
The overlap task was presented next and performed correctly on the first try, since the model 
had previously learned to withhold a planned saccade while the fixation light was visible. The fix-
ation light appeared in the fovea at/= 0. At 1 = 200 ms, the target appeared to the right at (x,y) = 
(2,1). The fixation light shut off at 1 = 500 ms, and a correct saccade to the target was initiated at t 
= 559 ms. The remainder of the trial proceeded according to the simulation rules above. Figure 
17 depicts the behavior of all important model activity variables during performance of this task. 
The gap task was presented and performed correctly, since the anticipatory saccade direction 
was the same as for the saccade and overlap tasks. The fixation light appeared in the fovea at 1 = 
0 and shut off at 1 = 200 ms. A saccade to the anticipated target location at (x,y) = (2, I) was gen-
erated at t = 340 ms. Reward was given according to the simulation rules, and the trial ended prior 
tot= 700 ms, at which point the target would have appeared had the anticipatory saccade not been 
generated. 
The delay task was presented. The fixation light was visible in the fovea from t = 0 until t = 
800 ms. The target appeared in the upper right at (x,y) = (2,2) and was visible from t = 200 until t 
= 500 ms. When the fixation light shut off, two plans had formed in the plan layer: a saccade to 
the remembered target location, and in the What-Where module (Figure 16B), a saccade to the 
anticipated location of the target in the gap task. At t = 987 ms, the anticipatory saccade was erro-
neously initiated, and punishment was given according to the simulation rules. On the next trial, 
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Figure 17. Overview of model ouputs for Overlap Task. The fixation point (F) was visible between 0 and 
500 ms; the target (T) was visible from 200 ms until the end of the trial. The saccade began at 556 ms. 
(A) Visual input cells. Dashed line indicates cell response to target in receptive field; solid line indicates 
response to distractor. (B) Sustained activity in the category layer (layer VI) (C) GPi/SNr projection to tar-
get-foveating module (D) GPi/SNr projection to fixation point-foveating module (E) Striatal direct to sac-
cade-related SC pathway (F) SNr to SC saccade-related projection (G) SNr to SC fixation-related (H) SC 
fixation cell (I) SC saccade-related cell (J) Postsaccadic cell (K) Thalamic cell (L) Fixation plan cell. 
Dashed line indicates activity record (F'\1;) ). (M) Sustained sensory-movement cell. Dashed line indi-
cates activity record (F~-~~ ). (N) Transient sensory-movement cell. Dashed line indicates activity record 
( F~~~ ). (0) Striatal (to FEF) fixation-related cell (P) Striatal (to FEF) saccade-related cell (Q) PPC fixa-
tion cell (R) PPC saccade-related cell (S) FEF output layer fixation cell (T) Striatal indirect to FEF cell 
which inhibits target foveation. Dashed line indicates activity record (B~SIL) ). (U) GPe (to FEF) cell which 
inhibits target foveation. 
the delay task was conectly performed. The model initiated a saccade to the remembered target 
location at t = 969 ms and was rewarded. Since the model had learned to perform each of the 
tasks correctly, the training ended, and the next trial marked the testing phase of the simulation. 
The state of the simulation was saved at the beginning of the next trial and served as the initial 
condition for testing each of the tasks. The tasks were presented as during training and performed 
correctly. Reaction times are listed in Table I. 
Subsequent to training, a visual discrimination task was performed. The fixation light was 
presented in the fovea at t = 0. At t = 200 ms, another fixation light appeared in the upper left at 
(x,y) = (0,2), and a target also appeared in the upper right at (x,y) = (2,2). The model had to dis· 
criminate among the two peripheral stimuli and foveate the fixation light form rather than the tar-
get. At t = 402 ms, the model correctly initiated a saccade to the upper left. At t = 432 ms, the 
stimulus at the upper left moved to the fovea, and all other stimuli were extinguished. Reward 
was given, and the trial ended according to the simulation rules. 
Parameters 
The model parameters were flt as follows. In many cases, parameters were found for a given 
equation by specifying several equilibrium values of the governed variable and specific corre-
sponding inputs to the governing equation. For example, the GPi is required to have low activity 
(0.2) when the striatal direct pathway afferents are active and the GPe is tonically active. This 
provides one constraint. Second, it is required to have higher activity (0.5) when the striatal direct 
pathway projection is inactive and the GPe is tonically active. This provides a second constraint. 
Finally it must have high activity (0.8) when the striatal direct pathway is inactive and the indirect 
pathway is active, resulting in a loss of GPe-GPi inhibition. 'I'his provides a third constraint. 
Together, these three constraints can be used to simultaneously fit as many parameters. The con-
strained inputs here refer to all variables that are not parameters, such as afferent signals from 
other parts of the model. For a given governing equation, each desired equilibrium value and 
input condition pair constitute a constraint on the parameters. This equilibrium fitting approach 
required much less computational power than fitting spike histograms to the model output curves. 
The governing differential equation can be set to zero (equilibrium), and each constraint then 
yields an algebraic equation in the unknown parameters. In principle, if the number of constraints 
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equals the number of unknown parameters in a given equation, the resulting system of equations 
can be solved exactly. 
In practice, two gradient descent methods were used to solve the equations. In the first 
method, the objective function is the sum squared time derivatives (which we refer to as STID) of 
the governing equation for each constraint. The objective function is minimized if the time deriv-
atives are zero, indicating that equilibrium is achieved for all constraints. In the second method, 
the objective function is the sum squared equilibrium error (which we refer to as SEE) between 
the desired equilibrium value and the actual equilibrium value for the constraint, given the param-
eter choice. The two methods are not equivalent, because the time derivative and equilibrium 
enor are not linearly related, due to the nonlinearity of the equations themselves. For example, 
doubling the equilibrium error does not necessarily double the time derivative. Although the SEE 
method was more accurate in some cases, it was the slower of the two because it required solving 
each constraint for its equilibrium value at each iteration, given the parameters. The STID 
method simply calculated the time derivative directly from the governing equation. For this rea-
son, STID was run to get an initial parameter estimate, and then SEE was used to refine the esti-
mate. In cases where the constraints were not especially complex, parameters were adjusted 
manually. The equilibrium fitting technique could not specify the overall time constant for a 
given governing equation; these were also adjusted manually. In cases where each term in the 
governing equation contained a parameter to be f1tted, the solver tended to find the trivial solution, 
corresponding to a zero constant multiplier for each term in the equation. This was prevented by 
constraining the sum of parameters to be normalized to a constant value n equal to the number of 
parameters to be fll. For allmoclel variables, the parameters found were not particularly sensitive, 
and they could be rounded up to only a few significant digits. For example, the plan-to-output 
layer weight scale factor was rounded from 0.377 to 0.4, and the anterior IT to striatal scale factor 
was rounded from 7.858 to 8. Even when all of the model parameters were rounded to one or two 
significant digits sirnultaneous/y, there was no significant difference in model learning or perfor-
mance after vs. before parameter rounding, indicating the relative insensitivity to parameter 
choice. 
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